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Changes in sea level in the South Pacific from July to September 1978 are

estimated from Seasat scatteroirieter vector wind data based on Sverdrup dynamics

assurrling a flat-bottom barotropic ocean. These changes in Sverdrup sea level are

compared with the changes in sea level observed by the Seasat altimeter for the

same time period. The sea level changes observed by the altimeter are consistent

with the changes predicted by the Sverdriip model.

A wind stress climatology derived from operational weather analyses by the

European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) has beemi made

available by Trenberth ct al. (1990). Global wind stress fields constructed froni

winds measured by the Seasat-A Satellite Scatteromneter (SASS) (luring 1978 are

use(l here as an independent (lata set for evaluating the Trenberth et al. (1990)

climatology. The ECMWF stresses are shown to he systernaticall stronger than

SASS over extratropical latitudes 1w almost 50%. This difference can he accounted

for by the lack of any scaling factor to convert the ECMWF 1000 nub to surface

wimids in the Trenherth et al. climatology.
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After correcting the systematic error in the ECMVTF stresses, the statisti-

cal relationship between the large-scale variability of sea level arid wind forcing iii

the South Pacific is investigated from two years of Geosat sea level observations

(December 1986 to October 1988). The sea level observations are compared with

ECMWF wind stress curl, Sverdrup sea level, and sea level from the Navy layered

and Semtner and Chervin z-Ievel models. Although the observed large-scale sea

level variability appears to be wind-forced, the dynamics remain unclear.

The fiat-bottom, time-dependent Sverdrup theory is used to study the van-

ability of the large-scale circulation in the western North Pacific during the period

October 1992June 1994. Despite the simplicity of the Sverdrup theory, it yields

large-scale, seasonal transport variations very similar to the global ocean general

circulation model by the Parallel Ocean Program of the Los Alarnos National Lab-

oratory. The results are validated using high-quality sea level observations from the

TOPEX/POSEIDON altimeter.
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THE LARGE-SCALE WIND-FORCED RESPONSE OF THE PACIFIC

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering work of Sverdrup (1947) that established the basis for

the theory of large-scale, wind-driven ocean circulation, the seardi for observational

evidence to validate Sverdrup's i(leas has J)roduced iniconiclusive results. Early North

Atlantic studies concentrated oni testing whether the mean meridional transport of

volume in the oceami interior derived from clirnatological winds could be l)alancc(I by

an opposite transport iii the western boundary current. Gill (1971) suggested that

the observed transport of the Gulf Stream was p to 5 times larger than the theo-

retical value derived from the Sverdrup relation. Leetmnaa et al. (1977) argued that

such a discrepancy arises from neglecting the return flow in a wide western recircu-

lation region. Their estimate of the southward flow across the interior ocean (lerived

from the Svcrdrup relation at al)out 30°N agrees with the southward geostrophic

flow from hydrographic data and with the niorthward Gulf Stream transport through

the Florida Straits. However, the assumption that the entire North Atlantic is in

Sverdrup balance leads to an inconsistency with previous estimates of the mend-

iomial flux of heat (Wuinsch and Roemmich 1985). Furtheimnore, the seasonal cycle

of the North Atlantic Sverdriip transport is an order of magnitude larger anl(l has

the wrong phase comnpared to seasonal variations of transport through the Florida

Straits (Niiler and Richardsomi 1973).

In the North Pacific, the Sverdrup balance for the mean flow has been shown

to hold by coniparison with geostrophic transport calculations from a basin-wide
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hydrographic section along 24°N (Hautala ct al. 1994). However, seasonal variations

of the transport of the Kuroshio inferred from sea' level differences across the Tokara

Strait are out of phase with the Sverdrup transport (Blaha arid Reed 1982).

A problerri common to all previous attempts to validate the Sverdrup relation

is the lack of suitable, direct observations of winds arid currents. Conventional wind

chiriatologies derived from ship observations are spatially arid temporally biased and

the effects of these sampling errors have riot been adequately investigated. Estimates

of volume transport by ocean currents are derived from sparse, non-synoptic hydro-

graphic (lata often taken during different seasons in (lifferent years. The controversy

about the validity of the Sverdrup relation is even greater at high latitli(Ies in the

Southern Hemisphere (Baker 1982; Clarke 1982), where the sparsity of observations

is more critical arid a well-defined eastern boundary does riot exist in most basins.

Large-scale low-frequency variability of surface currents arid wimis can now

be remotely ol)served from satellite altimetry arid scatterometry with sJ)atial arid

temporal coverages far exceeding those of any in situ observational system. The

main goal of this thesis is to exploit these modern remote sensing techniques to test

Sverdrup dynamics in the Pacific at rnli(l-latitudes.

In Chapter 2 we use a barotropic, flat-bottom, time-dependent Sverdrup

theory to estimate sea level changes in the South Pacific forced by wind stress

curl fields derived from winds measured by the Seasat scatteronrieter from July to

Septerniber 1978. These theoretical sea level changes are compared with coincident

sea level changes observed by the Seasat altimeter for the same 3-month period.

This chapter has been plll)lishe(I as a note in the Journal of Physical Oceanogra-

phy (Mestas-Nuñez et al. 1992) and is copyrighted by the American Meteorological

Society. The main conclusion is that the South Pacific sea level change computed



from the scatteroincter winds assuming a barotropic ocean in Sverdrup balance is

consistent with the sea level change measured by the altimeter.

A much longer data record from which to investigate large-scale, wind-forced

sea level variability is the 2-year Geosat satellite altimeter data. The longer record

length of the Geosat data increases the degrees of freedom by nearly an order of

magnitude compared with the 3-month Seasat data record. Unfortunately, there

are riot simultaneous scatterometer wind observations during the Geosat mission.

It has been argued that the best surface wind stress data available for the Geosat

period is the one derived from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses (Trenherth et al. 1990). Iii Chapter 3, the quality of

the Trenberth et al. global wiiid stress fields is evaluated by comparison with Seasat

scatteromneter wind stress and buoy wind measurements. This chapter has also been

published in the Journal of Physical Oceanography (Mestas-Nuflez et al. 1994) and

is copyrighted by the Amnierican Meteorological Society. We show that the Trenberth

et al. wind stress is l)iased systematically high owing to an error in the reference

height of the wind fields assumed by Trenberth et al.. The error is easily corrected

and it is therefore possible to use the ECMWF wind stress fields to investigate the

wind-forced response from Geosat data.

In Chapter 4, two years of Geosat sea level observations iii the South Pacific

are compared with ECMWF wind stress curl fields and sea level estimated from

the barotroj)ic, fiat-bottom, time-dependent Sverdrup theory. The Geosat sea level

observations are also compared with sea level fields produced by the Naval Research

Laboratory (Hurlburt et al. 1992) and the Semtner and Chervin (1992) wind-forced

models. Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) are used to extract the large-scale

sea level variability. The first EOF of Geosat sea level is significantly correlated with

the first EOF of the wind stress curl and of sea level from the theory amid models.
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This suggests that the large-scale variability of Geosat sea level observations in

the South Pacific is wind driven. However, the dynamical coupling between wind

and sea' level varial)ility is unclear for several reasons. First, the imcertainties in

the Geosat (lata are large compared to the small sea level signal associated with

tine wind-driven response. Second, the analyses of sea level from the nmnodels give

no inl(Iication of the vertical structure of the flow. Third, in the numerical model

results it was evident that topographic effects are important over a large region in

the eastern South Pacific which raises questiomis about the validity of the flat-bottom

model used here. Fourth, the contributiomi of heating and cooling to the Geosat sea

level observations is unknown.

Iii Chapter 5 we investigate Sverdrup dynamics in the western North Pa-

cific using high_quality TOPEX/POSEIDON (TP) sea level observations and nnodel

output from the Parallel Ocean Program (POP) mno(lel of the Los Alamos National

Laboratory. Tine TP data are not contaminated by some of the measurement errors

inherent in the Geosat data. We choose the North Pacific because it has better

Sverdrup-like qualities than the South Pacific. In particular, it is deeper and has

more regular topography than the South Pacific an(I has well defined eastern and

western boundaries at all latitudes. Our main finding is that the large-scale, seasonal

transport variations from the simple Sverdrup balance agree well with the results of

the POP model. The meridional flow near the subtropical and subpolar North Pa-

cific western boundaries amid the zonal flow of the Kuroshio Extensioni are stronger

in winter and weaker in summer/fall. The volumnie tranisports of the Sverdrup theory

are compared with sea level observatiomis by TP for the same tune period assuming

that the variability on large space and tune scales is barotropic and geostrophic.

Only in the Kuroshiio do variations of TP and Sverdrup sea level compare well.
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2. EVIDENCE OF TIME-DEPENDENT SVERDRUP CIRCULATION
IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC FROM THE SEASAT SCATTEROMETER

AND ALTIMETER

Alberto M. Mestas-Nuñez, Dudley B. Clielton, and Roland A. deSzoeke

College of Oceanic and Atmospheric Sciences
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331
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2.1. Abstract

Scasat scatterorneter an(l altimeter data are analyzed to investigate time-

(lepdndent Svcrdrup dynamics in the Southern Ocean (40°S to 60°S) over Seasonal

time scales. Sverdrup dynamics are shown to be imiadequate to describe the circu-

lation inn the South Atlantic and Indian oceans. The Sverdrup circulation in the

South Pacific is reasollable north of 55°S. The changes in Sverdrup circulation from

July to September 1978 indicate an eastward acceleration along 55°S aild westward

acceleration along 40°S, suggesting a southward shift iii the suhpolar eastward flow.

Sea level iii the South Pacific is estimated for July and September 1978 from scat-

terometer vector wind data based on Sverdrup dyllannics assuming a flat-bottom

ocean with barotropic flow. The changes in Sverdrup sea level are conipared with

the changes iii sea level observed by the altimeter for the same time period. Both

estimates indicate a rise in sea level along a zonal band centered at al)out 50°S. This

sea level rise iniferred from both the scatteronneter and altimeter data is supported

by a similar rise in sea level ol)served from tide gauge measurements at two locations

inn New Zealand. The spatial correlation between tine two satellite estimates of sea

level change is al)out 0.5. This agreement suggests that tinne-depenident Sverdrup

(lynamnics may account for al)out 1/4 of the spatial variance of sea level change in

the South Pacific over the 3-month Seasat mission.
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2.2. Introduction

The simplest model of wind forced ocean circulation is the classical Sverdrup

model for the ocean interior (Sverdrup 1947). In the Sverdrup model, the vorticity

input by the wind at the sea surface (given by the wind stress curl) is I)alanced by the

advectioni of planetary vorticity in the water column. Stommel (1957) suggested the

possibility of a Sverdrup balance for the Antarctic Circurnpolar Curreiit (ACC) with

the Scotia Islan(1 Arc 2000 km to the east of Drake Passage (Fig. 2.1) acting as an

eastern boundary. Baker (1982) and Godfrey (1989) presented evidence supporting

this hypothesis for the region at and iiorth of 55°S. The quality of the wind fields

used in these studies has 1)eerl questionc(1, however, arid Chelton et al. (1990a) were

unable to demonstrate a Sverdrup balance at 55°S frorri 3 months of high quality

scatterometer winds. Iii a(ldition, the modeling study of Clarke (1982) suggests that

the Sverdrup balance may not 1101(1 south of 55°S.

The validity of the Sverdrup balance for the mean flow iii the ACC is thus not

completely cstal)lishe(1. However, recent evidence suggests that Sverdrup dynamics

may describe the variability of the ACC over seasonal time scales. Peterson (1988)

argued that changes in wind stress curl would produce changes iii the meridional

transport across the northern amid southern l)ouIl(Iaries of the ACC and therefore

changes iii the pressure field withini the current, consistent with Sverdrup dymiam-

ics. His comparisons of time series of zonally averaged wind stress curl along the

boumidaries of the ACC with bottom pressure records at a northern arid a southern

location in the Drake Passage are gemierally consistent with the required condition of

pressure changes being inversely related to the curl mi the north and directly related

to it ml the south.
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FIGURE 2.1. Map of the Southern Oceaii with the 100Dm bathymetry (thin lines)
and maximum ice boundary (shaded region) for the Seasat period.
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In this j)aper, time-(Iepelldent Sverdrup dynamics in the Southern Ocean are

investigated over a 3-month period using a barotropic model of the temporal vari-

ability of ocean circulation. The assumption of barotropic variability yields a very

simple relation between sea level and wind stress. There is some justification from

observations for modeling the varial)ility as barotropic. Wlutworth and Peterson

(1985) have argued that the mean flow through Drake Passage is 70% barocinuc,

but fluctuations about the mean are almost totally barotropic. The barotropic cir-

culation is considered here to be in equilibriuni with the monthly mean winds so

that the interior ocean is governed by a time-dependent Sverdrup balance.

The wm(l arid sea level data use(I in this study were measured simultaneously

by the scatterometer and altimeter aboard the Seasat satellite, which operated from

.July 7 to October 10, 1978. The satellite data are described iii section 2.3. The

global Sverdrup circulation computed from the scatterorneter data for the first arid

last months of the Seasat mission (July and September 1978) are presented an(l

interpreted in section 2.4. In section 2.5, a simple model relating the Sverdrup

trallsj)ort strearnfunction to sea level is introduced; tire temporal changes in sea

level imi the South Pacific estimated from the scatteronieter data are their compared

with the changes observed by the altimeter. Tire implications of the results are

(hiscussed in sectiomi 2.6.

2.3. Data Description

2.3.1. W,rrd Stress

The Seasat-A Satellite Scatterometer (SASS) vector winds used here were

produced by Atlas ct al. (1987) (see also Chelton et al. 1989). The spatial resolution

of these vector winds is about 100 kmrì. The data were binned into 2° x 2° boxes
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for the three one-month periods "July" , "August" , and "September" , defined to l)e

July 7 to August 6, August 7 to September 6, and September 7 to October 10,

respectively, to allow three complete months of data frommi the Seasat mission.

The SASS estimates of 19.5 mu neutral-stability wind speed amid directioni were

use(l to generate the vector average of the surface stress following time methodology

of Cheltoni et al. (1990a). Briefly, the wind speed was first corrected for a 1 rn/s bias

knowmi to exist in the Atlas et al. (1987) SASS data. The 19.5 in neutral-stability

wind vectors were brought to a height of 10 mu by a neutral-stability multiplicative

scaling factor of 0.943. The surface wind stress 'r was then computed for each

SASS observation of 10 rn winds using the bulk aerodynamic formula with the wind

sJ)eed dependent drag coefficient of Large and Pond (1982). Observations south

of a maximum ice boundary determined from passive microwave remote sensing

(Fig. 2.1) were eliminated.

Time raw 2° x 2° average T fields showed zonally periodic structure symp-

tomatic of sampling error from spatially inhomogeneous sampling in the moiithly

averages. The same bell-shaped low-pass filter used by Chieltoni et al. (1990a) was

apj)lied here to generate smoothed 2° x 2° fields analogous to 5° latitude by 16° lon-

gitude averages, though with a munch better wavenumber transfer function than a

simple running average.

?.3.2. Wind Stress Curl

The wind stress curl was computed in spherical polar coordinates to allow

for the convergence of meridians at high latitudes (Neumann 1955). The expression!

for the radial component of the wind stress curl at each grid point is

1 a(coso) aT

RcosO ao
+ (1)(V X r)r =
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where 6 and arc latitude and longitude, respectively, arid R is the radius of the

earth. The subscripts r, 6 and ç denote the radial, latitudinal and longitudinal vec-

tor components. Except at the extreme northern and southern latitudes, the spatial

derivatives were colflj)Ute(l using quotients of centered finite first differences on the

2° x 2° grid; the meridional derivatives at the extreme latitudes were computed us-

jug uncentered differences. Elsewhere, derivatives were not computed if any of the

required observations for centered differences were missing (i.e., observations near

land or the maxinrmm ice boundary).

2.3.3. Sea Level

The sea' level fields used in this stu(ly were l)rod11(l by Fu amid Chelton

(1985). Each gridde(I time series of sea level (relative to an unknown reference level)

was obtained from crossover sea-level differences between ascending and descending

satellite ground tracks near the grid I)oimrt. The technique can he explained briefly

by considering a small area A containing M ascending all(l N descending tracks.

Estiniation of the M+N unknown along-track mean sea levels over A from the M X N

crossover difference observations iii A is an overdeternnned J)rohlem. The solutions

are (letermined by least squares, subject to the requirement that the solution, for

mean sea level along one of the tracks through A l)e specified to avoid a simigular

matrix. The time series of sea level is obtained by ordering the solutions by time

and setting the value of inieami sea level along the first track across the area A to

zero.

Fu amid Chelton (1985) l)erfOrme(l the analysis for 229 areas in the Southern

Ocean, each with approxinriate area A 200 x 200 krni2. The locations of the centers

of the areas resemble a 4° latitude by 10° longitude irregular grid (see their Fig. 8).
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To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, each time series was smoothed with an effective

20-day running average. The sea level data analyzed here are thus representative

of variability over spatial scales larger than 200 km an(I time scales longer than 20

days. For the analysis presented here, the Fu arid Chelton (1985) gridded sea level

fields were interpolated onto the regular 2° x 2° grid by cubic spline mterj)olatiori

arid low-pass filtered in space to resolve the same scales as the wind stress describe(l

iii section 2.3.1.

2.4. Southern Hemisphere Sverdrup Circulation

It can easily be shown (Sverdrup 1947) that the depth-integrated linearized,

steady-state equations of motion of an inviscid fiat-bottom ocean in spherical coor-

dinates reduce to the Sverdrup l)alance

&(VXT)T.
/ , ()RcosO 00

where i/' is the streamfunction of vertically integrated volume transport, p is a

representative density of the water column, and / = (2cicos6)/R is the meridional

gradient of the Coriolis parameter f = 2siriO for earth rotation rate ft The volume

transport streamnfuniction i/' can be obtained by zonal integration of the Sverdrup

equation (2) from an eastern boundary starting with a constant initial value ,

iniposed to satisfy the boundary condition of rio normal flow. This constant is set

to zero at Africa an(l South America, but irot at Antarctica (to allow for Drake

Passage throughfiow), nor at AustraliaNew Guinea (considered as a single land

mass) or New Zealand to allow circulation around "islands" as first suggested iy

Godfrey (see Godfrey (1989), deSzoeke (1987), and Chelton ct al. (1990a)). Using

tire nomenclature of deSzoeke (1987) arid his Fig. 15 to define the closed integration
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paths, the streamfirnction values for New Zealand an(l Australia can be written

as

1 lc
= _______ - r. di (3a)

fs fN Po

'YAUS
1

di (f, fTns)'z] (3b)
fTAS fjvG o

respectively, where fNG, fTAS are the values of the Coriolis parameter at the limiting

northern (New Guinea) arid southern (Tasmania) latitudes of Australia-New Guinea,

and fiv, fs are the same for New Zealand.

The latitude circles that pass through Drake Passage lack a well defined

eastern boundary. However, as first noted by Stommel (1957), the Scotia Island

Arc imposes a severe restriction on the flow 2000 km downstream of Drake Passage

because no latitu(le can cross it without encountering water depths shallower than

1000 in (Fig. 2.1). Hence, in the present study, the integratioll of (2) at these

latitudes is initiated at the Scotia Island Arc which is conisidered as an extension

of the Antarctic Peninsula. Accordrng to Wliitworth aild Peterson (1985) the mean

transport through Drake Passage is 120 Sv (1 Sv 106 mn3s1). Since is zero

along the boundary of South America, the correspondmg mean value of WANT oil

the Antarctic continent (including the Scotia Island Arc) must be 120 Sv. For the

analysis presented here, we allow /'ANT to increase from 110 Sv for July 1978 to

130 Sv for September 1978, consistent with Whitworth and Peterson's (1985) 20 Sv

seasonal increase iii the transport through Drake Passage (see their Fig. 7).

The global Sverdrup circulation north of 55°S forced by the 96-day average

Seasat winds has previously been presented by Clielton et al. (1990a). Here we

attempt to include the latitude I)and l)etweenl 55°S and 60°S as discussed above,

and examine the changes in Southern Hemisphere subtropical Sverdrup circulation

from the beginning to the end of the Seasat mission. The streamfunictions for July
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and September computed by integrating (2) and the differences (September minus

July), which are proportional to the accelerations of the Sverdrup flow, are shown

111 Fig. 2.2.

Since equation (2) is strictly valid oiily for steady-state motions, some (us-

dussion of the concept of time-dependent Sverdrup dynamics is necessary. Over the

short time scales resolvable l)y the 3-month Seasat dataset, only the barotropic cir-

culation can come into equilibriumni with the wind forcillg. The spin-up time of the

depth-integrated barotropic circulation is given by the time required for harotropic

Rossby waves to cross the basin. Time time-(Iependent barotropic response to wind

stress is given by

2 /3 (v X
v 'hf+

Rcos9 09 Pa

(The effects of advectioii and diffusion of vorticity, variation of bottom topogra-

phy, and bottom (Irag have heemi neglected.) Neglect of the unsteady term gives a

barotropic version of the Sverdrup equation (2). At the basm scales of forcing distur-

bances evident in Fig. 11.2, the relative vorticity is approximately V2 L21,
where L 0(1000 km). This makes (4) resemble a simple one-dimensional wave

equation with a westward phase speed of order /3L2 18 m s1 at 40°S. For a

l)asin width of 1.2 x iO4 km in the South Pacific, the corresponding adjustment

time is about 8 days. On longer time scales, say months, the quasi-steady response

embO(liedI in (2), ought to be well established.

For latitudes south of Australia and New Zealamid, the basin width is mniore

than twice as large (the circllmJ)Olar spami of the ACC). The circulation adjustment

of the full Southern Ocean is therefore more than two weeks and an equilibrium

adjustment to monthly mean winds at high southern latitudes is more difficult to

rationalize. The computed Sverdrup circulations are nonetheless indicative of the

tendency of the ocean to respond to temporal changes in wind forcing. The degree of
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FIGURE 2.2. Sverdrup traiisport streanifunction in Sv computed from the SASS
winds for July 1978 (upper) and September 1978 (middle). The change in Sverdrup
circulation (September minus July) is shown in the lower panel.
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accuracy of the resulting circulation patterns for each month depends on the relative

importances of barotropic vs. l)aroclimc flow, as well as on the validity of the simple

Sverdrmip dynamics.

Several shortcomings of the simple Sverdrup model are immediately appar-

ent. The miiost outstanding is the discontinuity in streainfunction emanating from

the southern tip of South America arid the northern tip of the Antarctic Penini-

sula/Scotia Island Arc at 55°S, and associated with the 120 Sv transport across

Drake Passage. This discontinuity is purely zonal with rio meridional migration

as it girdles the pole (although its strength varies somewhat as streamlines leave

or join it) and is the model's representation of the ACC core. Similar zonal jet

discontinuities extend westward fronri the southern boundaries of all land masses

in the Southern Hemisphere (Africa, Tasmania and New Zealand) aild westward

from the northern boundaries of New Zealand an(l Australia. These zorial jets are

present inn 1)0th July and September, but are especially pronounced in July, when

they are augmented by a (livergemit Sverdrup circulation in the South Pacific along

40°S (Fig. 2.3; see also Fig. 5 of Chelton et al. (1990a)).

These jet-like discontinuities could have beeni ameliorated in tine model by

including frictional mechanisms to smear the cores across internal zonal boundary

layers (Gill 1968), just as friction can be invoked to close tine Sverdrup circulation

on western boundaries of ocean basins. Indeed the zonal jets in the rno(lel exist to

lead off the surplus or 1)ring in the deficit water transport in the western boundary

currenits on the continents amid islands where the land masses abruptly end .Along

latitudes interrupted by a land mass, the zonal integration of (2) must be stopped

at the eastern boundary of the land mass amid restarted at the western boundary

with a new value of the streamfunction, imposed as zero for South America and

Africa, computed by the islan(I rule (3) for Australia and New Zealand, or imposed
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as the traiisport through Drake Passage for the Antarctic Peninsula/Scotia Island

Arc. The difference between the streamfunction value along the boundary of the

land mass and the value just east of the laud mass computed from (2) defines the

transport of the western boundary current at that location.

At the latitudinal extreimties of Australia and New Zealand, the western

boundary currents need not vanish. The boundary currents must therefore feed or

l)e supphe(I by zonial jets extending westward from those extremities. The jets do riot

waver because they must follow constant latitude lines in the flat-bottom Sverdrup

model. It has been remarked that the zonal meandering of the core of the ACC

is associated with bottom topography (Gordon et al. 1978; Chelton et al. 19901)).

Given the lack of topography in the simple Sverdrup model, it is not surprising that

the model jets cannot reproduce this meandering. Such zonal jets do iiot appear in

maps of northern hemisphere Sverdrup circulation because there are no significant

unconnected land masses to interrupt the zonal integration of the Sverdrup e(luatiori

(2). Because of these shortcomings, the Sverdrup circulations are not realistic in

the South Atlantic and South Indian and throughout the Southern (I)cean south of

55°S where the zouial jets are most pronounced.

Stounirnel's (1957) suggestion for estiniatirig Sverdrup circulation iii the

Southern Oceaui evidently does riot produce quantitatively accurate circulation pat-

terns south of 55°S. Iii general, then, a suitable model of the circulation must

include higher order dynamics such as eddy fluxes and topographic pressure drag

(e.g., .Johnison amid Bryden 1989). The only region where the Sverdrup circulation in

Fig. 2.2 appears reasonable is the South Pacific, equatorward of 55°S, a region where

tine Sverdrup l)alance has previously l)eeml shown to provide a goo(l descriptioni of

the nieani circulation (dcSzoeke 1987). In the remainder of this paper, attention is

therefore restricted to the Subtrol)ical circulation in the South Pacific.
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The dramatic changes from July to September in the South Pacific merit spe-

cial attention. The model net meridional transport between South America and New

Zealand is given simply by which is the sum of the interior Sverdrup transport

plus the western boundary current transport along the east coast of New Zealaiid.

Between Juiy and September 1978, this model meridional transport changed from

8 Sv southward to 25 Sv northwar(l. Since rjs remained nearly constant (16 Sv

in July amid 17 Sv in September), most of this 33 Sv northward increase was corn-

pensated by a 32 Sv southward increase in the model meridional transport within

the Tasman Sea; the net meridional transport in the Tasman Sea (given by the

difference /'nus) changed from 24 Sv northward in July to 8 Sv southward

in Septemmiher. The 1 Sv change in meridional transport in the total South Pacific

(South America to Australia) from .July to September was balanced by a 1 Sv in-

crease in the Indomiesian throughfiow from the Pacific to the Indian Oceami. The

mass balance between the Tasmnan Sea amid the interior South Pacific was achieved

ly time zonal jets west of the extreme latitudes of New Zealand discussed above. The

zonal flow along the northern latitude of New Zealand (approximately coincident

with the Tasman Front see Stanton (1981), Mulhearii (1987)) changed from 33 Sv

eastward in July to 12 Sv westward in September. At the same time, the zonal flow

west of the southern latitu(le of New Zealand changed fromn 25 Sv eastward to 12

Sv westward.

Tue extreme changes in Sverdrup (:irclllatioml within the Tasman Sea are re-

markable. It should be emphasized that these "circulations" are time equilibrium

circulations that would l)e achieved eventually if the model ocean were allowed to

adjust to the winds of time respective mouths. The largest factor in the changes is

the dramatic variation of vNz computed from the island rule (3) between .July anol

September. These changes in the equilibrium Sverdrup circulation are indicative of



very large changes in the wind forcing over the South Pacific during the three-month

period of the Seasat mission. The feature in the meteorological fields responsible

for the July circulation pattern was an anomalous l)lockilig high southeast of New

Zealand accompanied by a strong cutoff low to the northeast (Chelton et al. 1990a);

the Sverdrup circulation computed from the July 1978 winds is therefore not repre-

sentative of the lonig-teriri average July circulation. Indeed, the .July 1978 circulation

of the South Pacific is difficult to reconcile with the traditional view of the surface

circulation inferred from hydrographic data (Gordon et al. 1978). In particular, the

Sverdrup flow near 55°S was everywhere westward in the South Pacific, counter to

the mean ACC.

The westward Sverdrup transport at high southern latitudes is riot unique

to the scatterometer data set. We have comnj)uted similar westward transports from

surface wind analyses produced by the European Centre for Medium Range \Veather

Forecasts (ECMWF) (not shown here). While such westward Sverdrup transport

deviates from conventional wisdom, Godfrey (1989) arid Chelton et al. (1990a) have

pointed out that the depth-integrated flow inferred from hydrographic data is west-

ward south of Australia and New Zealand (Wyrtki 1971; Reid 1986). It must be

kept in niind that the temporal variability of the vertically integrated transport

at these latitudes is not presently well known. This is especially true during the

southiern hemisphere winter season of the Seasat mission amid during anomalous me-

teorological conditions such as experienced in the South Pacific during July 1978. It

is noteworthy that an apparent westward surface flow extending from the southeast

to the central South Pacific between 40°S amid 45°S has pre\Tiollsly beemi suggested

by Deacon (1977) based on climatological as well as single-season (May-July 1968)

water mass characteristics. The possibility of westward vertically integrated trans-
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port at high latitudes in the South Pacific during July 1978 therefore cannot be

categorically rejected.

In conitrast to July 1978, the meteorological conditions were nearly nlorilial

durmg September 1978 (Chelton et al. 1990a). The resulting Sverdrup circulation

was eastward at the highest latitudes (near 55°S) with broad equatorward flow over

most of the niterior basin, turning westward north of about 25°S. This circulation

pattern is coiisistciit with the circulation inferred from hydrographic data.

Despite the limitations of the tune-dependent Sverdrup nniodel, it can he

argued that tire circulation computed from models with more sophisticated dynamics

would prol)ably also yield a significant response to the large changes in wind forcing

between July and September. The change in Sverdrup circulation in the lower panel

of Fig. 2.2 can therefore he considered as the tendency for change in the barotropic

circulation from July to September 1978. Tire flow pattern in the interior South

Pacific indicates opposing zonal acceleration north and south of approximately 50°S,

with eastward acceleration on the south side arid westward acceleration on the north

side. This can be interpreted as a southward shift of the subpolar eastward flow

in the South Pacific. Indeed, whule the maximum of the trade winds in the South

Pacific maintained its J)osition (15°S) an(I strength from July to September 1978,

tire niiaxinnum of the westerlies shifted southward from 40°S to 60°S and increased

iii amplitude by a factor of two (Fig. 2.3).

2.5. Sea Level Changes in the South Pacific

The validity of the changes in Sverdrup circulation in Fig. 2.2 inferred from

tire scatteromneter data can l)e investigated by comparison with changes in the

geostrophric surface circulation inferred from Seasat altimeter data. As rioted previ-
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ousiy, only the barotroj)ic component can adjust quickly enough to reach equilibrium

over the full South Pacific OVer the seasonal time scales resolvable by the 3-month

Seasat dataset. A l)arotropic Sverdrup model therefore seems appropriate as a first-

order model of the circulation over short time scales.

Since the motiomi is geostrophic, the relationslup of sea level change over three

months to the chamige in harotropic streamfunction is

ZT/ = (5)

\vhere H is mean water depth, which we take to be 4 km. Hence (2) becomes

,I3gH 9tij (V x r),
, (6)

fRcosO 0th

where the right hand side is the change in wind stress curl over the three months.

The Sverdrup sea level changes in the South Pacific were computed by zonally

integrating (6) for comparison with the altimeter data. Siiice the sea level change

from July to September 1978 iii the barotropic model is equal to the change in

Sverdrup streamfunction scaled by the factor f/gH, the pattern of sea level change

(Fig. 2.4) is very similar to the change in Sverdrup circulation in the South Pacific

(Fig. 2.2, lower pamiel). The two patterns are opposite in sign because f < 0.

The field of sea level change from the altimeter is shown iii Fig. 2.5. The

Sverdrup and altimeter estimates of sea level change 1)0th indicate a ri(lge of sea

level rise iii the western South Pacific along approximately 50°S, with nodal lines

along approximately 40°S arid 55°S. A scatter plot comparison of the two gridded

fields of sea level change is shown in Fig. 2.6. The two outlier poimits (circled)

come frormi the region east of the East Pacific Rise, where the altimeter observed

sea level decreases larger than 10 cnn which the Sverdrup mflO(Iel (lid not reproduce.

This disagreement might be attributable to neglect of topographic effects in the
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FIGURE 2.4. Map of Sverdrup sea level changes in cm over the South Pacific
(September minus July).
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FIGURE 2.5. Map of altimeter sea level changes in cm over the South Pacific
(September minus July).
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model. The spatial correlation betweeii Sverdrup and altimeter estimates of sea

level change is 0.54. Using a bootstrap technique (Effrori 1979), we estimate the

+1 standard deviation uncertainty of this correlation to be +0.09. Since the 95%

confidence interval on the sample correlation is approximately twice the standard

deviation, the sample correlation is statistically significant with greater than 95%

confidence. The regression coefficient between )aIt and ]Sv from Fig. 2.6 is 0.3,

indicating that the ol)servcd sea level change is only about 1/3 of that predicted by

the Sverdrup model. The possibility of mechanisms other than Sverdrup dynamics

playing a relevant role cannot l)C ruled out.

The altimeter amid Sverdrup sea level changes for the of July-August period

(riot shown) are qualitatively consistent with the .July-September results presented

in this section. However, the dynamic range of the July-August sea level change is

rather small and further quantitative comparisons become impractical.

2.6. Summary and Discussion

\Ve have calculated the Southern Hemisphere Sverdrup circulation from

spatially-smoothed monthly average Seasat scatterometer estimates of wind stress

during July and Septenniber 1978. These quasi-equilibrium monthly Sverdrup cir-

culations ought to represent the large scale barotropic response to changes in wind

forcing.

1mm contrast to the northern hemisphere, calculation of the Sverdrup circula-

tion in the Southern Hemisphere is complicated by the presence of "islands" (New

Zealand amid Australia) that interrupt the zonial integration of the wind stress curl

and by the fact that there is no meridional land mass barrier at which to l)egimi tile

zonal integration between 55°S (the southern tip of South America) and 65°S (the
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northern tij) of the Antarctic Peninsula). These problems were (lealt with here by

using the "island rule" to determine the streamfiinction values along the coasts of

New Zealand and Australia and by considering the Scotia Island Arc as an extension

of the Antarctic Peninsula and specifying the streamfunction around Antarctica to

give the empirically determined Drake Passage mass transport.

A remarkable feature of the July-September change in the Seasat scatterom-

eter winds is the large change in the value of ipj,rz by the island rule, from 8 Sv to

-25 Sv. Independent evidence for such a change may be cited from New Zealand

tide gauge data. The monthly imiean sea levels at Waiteinata (174. 8°E, 36. 8°S) aIl(l

\\'ellington (1 74.8°E, 41 .3°S), corrected for a 1 cm/mb inverse barometer effect, rose

by 10 cm and 9 cm, respectively, from July to September. This is of the same order

as the 8 cm barotropic Sverdrup sea level change computed from (5).

The islajid rule leads to the shedding of zonal jet discontinuities west of the

latitudinal extremities of New Zealand, Australia, Africa and South America. These

discontirimuties, which might have been moderated by the inclusion in the model of

higher order effects such as friction, dominate the charts of Fig. 2.2, except iii the

South Pacific north of 55°S. For this reason we have focused attention on the Sver-

drup circulation in the subantarctic/subtropical sector of the South Pacific. Over the

3-month period of the Seasat mission, only the barotropic circulation can equilibrate

with the wind forcing. A barotropic nmiodel of the Sverdrup circulatiomi furnishes a

simple relation between the wind-generated streamfunctioni and sea level. The re-

sulting change in Sverdrup sea level in the South Pacific from July to September

1978 compares favorably with the spatially-smoothed sea level change nmicasured by

the altimeter. Both patterns of sea level change consist of a zonal band of sea level

rise along approxiniately 50°S with a larger amplitude in the western part of tine
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basin. Both estimates of sea level also show nodal luies along approximately 40°S

and 55°S.

The calculated and observed sea level change over tine 3-month Seasat miSSioll

can l)e mterprete(l as a southward shift of the subtropical front A very similar

change iii the circulation has been inferred by Large and van Loon (1989) from

analysis of the drift velocities of FGGE buoys (luring 1979. They argue that tine zonal

l)ands of eastward and westward acceleration are a seasonal l)arotropic response to a

semiannual latitudinal shift inn tine westerly winds of the southern hemisphere. Tine

zonal bands of acceleratioii in the South Pacific inferred here from three months

of Southern Hemisphere winter Seasat scatterometer and altimeter data have also

been observed (luring two coilsecutive Southern Hemisphere winters from Geosat

altimeter data (Chelton et al. 1990b). The Geosat data confirm that this is part of

a semiannual signal as suggested by Large ani(l vain Loon (1989).

The effects of bottom topography have been neglected in tine simple model

considered here. For seasonal changes at mid-latitudes, the relatioll that is believed

to hold is the topographic Sverdrup balance (Gill and Niiler 1973; Willebrand et

al. 1980). However, Koblinsky et al. (1989) found that the topograpiuc Sverdrup

equation could explam the variability of (leeJ) ocean currents only at localized re-

gions in the North Pacific. The validity of the topographic Sverdrup balance at

those locations has also been questioned by recent numerical experiments (Cumn-

mnings 1991). Greatbatch and Goulding (1989) showed that away from the western

boundary currents the barotropic seasonal changes of the North Pacific circulation

are well represented by a fiat bottom mIio(Iel. They considered this result to he re-

lated to the simple zonal structure of the f/H contours in that basin. Iii the South

Pacific this argument cannot he made since the f/H contours are more complicated.
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In the southeastern Pacific, for example, f/H contours are closed (see Plate 1 of

Koblinsky 1990).

We have investigated the extreme case of the topograpluc Sverdrup model

in the South Pacific. The resulting acceleration bands follow f/H contours. Iii

the southwestern South Pacific, the f/H contours are nearly zorial l)ut the zorial

acceleration bands were opposite in direction to the zoiial bands inferred from tire

flat bottom Sverdrup model, which contradicts the altimetric observations. In ad-

(lition, in the southeastern South Pacific where the f/H contours are closed, the

topographic Sverdrup model becOmeS inappropriate. We have therefore presented

only the results for the fiat bottom case.

Anderson aiid Killworth (1977) (see also Anderson et al. 1979) studied the

spin-up of a two-layer ocean with topography and showed that tire topography iii-

duces interaction between the dynamic modes. As a result of this interaction, the

barotropic adjustment occurs on two time scales. First, there is a rapid adjust-

ment (days) to a to)ographiiC Sverdrup balance. On a slower time scale (years)

the baroclinic mode smooths out the effects of bottom topography and forces tire

barotropic mode more towards a fiat bottom Sverdrup balance. For air intermediate

stage of incomplete baroclinic adjustment, such as for a time scale of several months,

the barotropic response (loiI1iriates arid tire effects of the l)arOClilliC a(ljustmellt are

(liffiClilt to quantify.

In the l)r(s(m1t study we have neglected haroclinic effects based oii arguments

presented by Whitworth and Peterson (1985) from analysis of pressure gauge obser-

vations at Drake Passage. However, it has beemi argued that pressure gauges could

effectively filter out l)arocliniiC motions (Willebrammd et al. 1980). Indeed, a verti-

cal modal deconriposition of current meter observations (using empirical orthogonal

finictions) shows that the low-frequency variability at Drake Passage is surface in-
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tensified and can be interpreted as a superposition of barotropic and first baroclinic

modes (Imioue 1985), suggesting that coupling between the dynamic modes cannot be

neglecte(I. The success of the fiat bottom barotropic Sverdrup model in explaining

the altimeter sea level patterns could be comcidental. Au alternative explanation

is that, even on seasomial time scales, the coupling betweeni the first two dynamic

modes (as suggested by Inoue) is iniportant and could smooth out the topograpluc

effects oii the l)arotropic mode.

Iii conclusion, although the statistical significance of the results presented

here is rather limited l)y the short 3-month duration of the Seasat mission, the

amialysis is suggestive of a Sverdrup-like respomise of the large-scale circulation of the

South Pacific to changes iii wind forcing. The discrepancy between modeled and

observed sea level response indicates that time-dependent Sverdrup dynamics may

not be the only important mechanism. The nature of this response appears to l)e

a seasonal signal associated with large seasonal changes iii the wind forcing. At

present there are other wind products such as the ECMWF surface wiiid analyses

(e.g. Trenberth et al. 1990) that may be appropriate for investigating this question,

although the quality of these amialyses at high latitudes in the Southern Hemisphere

is still uncertain. Based on the analysis J)resented in this paper, the South Pacific is

a promising region to investigate large-scale response to time-variable wind forcing

froni a more sophisticated model than the simple Sverdrup model considered here.
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3.1. Abstract

A new mean monthly wind stress climatology derived from seven years (1980-

1986) of operational weather analyses by the European Centre for Medium-range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) has been made available by Treiiherth ct al. (1990).

This climatology (referred to here as the TLO climatology) potentially represents

a significant improvement over climatologies derived only from conventional wind

observations. An attempt is made here to quantify the absolute accuracy of the TLO

climatology by comparison with glol)al wind stress fields constructed from vector

winds nicasured by the Seasat-A Satellite Scatterometer (SASS) (hiring 1978. From

a simulated SASS data set, it is ShOWIl that the magnitudes of the SASS stresses must

be increased by about 7% to account for a systematic error that can be attributed

to the scatteromneter spatial and temporal sampling characteristics . After applying

this correction, differences between the TLO cirniatology and SASS winds in the

tropics are most likely related to known limitations of the ECMWF analyses. At

latitudes south of 50°S, iriterarmnual variability and uncertainties in the operational

weather analyses are so large that it is not possible to evaluate the TLO climatology

on time basis of comniparisons with SASS data. Outside of these equatorial and high-

southern latitude l)anmds, the TL() stresses are shown to be systematically stronger

than SASS by almost 50%. It is found that this difference can he entirely accounted

for if the 1980-1986 ECMWF 1000 nib analyses are riot interpreted as 10 m winds,

as they were iii constructing the TLO climatology. This conclusion is supported

by an rndepemlent comparison of the synoptic ECMWF wind speed estimates with

coincident buoy observations.
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3.2. Introduction

A significaiit limitation to present-day mno(leling of ocean circulation is un-

certainty iii the wind stress over large areas of the global ocean. Large-scale ocean

models have traditionally been forced with mean monthly climatic wind stress fields

such as those derived fronmi ship observations by Hellerman and Rosenstein (1983,

hereafter HR). Because the vast majority of ship observations are confined to stan-

dard shipping routes, the quality of these wind stress fields in remote areas of the

ocean is questionable. A new mean monthly surface wind stress climatology has re-

cently been computed by Trenberth et al. (1990, hereafter TLO; see also Trenbertli

et al. 1989), based oii seven years (1980-1986) of twice-daily 1000 mb wind analyses

from the European Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). The

ECMWF analyses include significantly more ocean data than are available from

ship reports alone, particularly over the Southerii Hemisphere. In addition to the

ship measurements, the analyses assimilate wind arid sea level pressure observations

from buoys an(l islands arid atmospheric soundings of temperature, humidity an(l

velocity from radiosondes, upward looking radars and satellite observations. The

first guess for the analysis at a particular time is given by past information that

has been carried forward in a dynamically consistent way by numerical integration

of the model. This first guess is up(lated at each analysis time to be consistent in

a weighted least squares senise with the observationis. The analyses have relatively

coarse spatial (2.5°) and temporal (12 hr) resolutions in addition to knowni inac-

curacies mi the tropics (Lambert 1988; Reynolds et al. 1989; Trenberth et al. 1989;

1990) and unknown accuracies in regions of sparse observations, particularly at high

southern latitudes. An independent global estimate of the wind stress is nee(Ied to

assess the accuracy of the TLO climatology, especially in the data-sparse regions.
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In this stu(Iv, high quality global estimatcs of near-surface winds over the

ocean from satellite scatterometrv are compared with the 7-year TLO wind stress

climatology. The primary advantage of scatterometer data for evaluating the TLO

climatology is that the spatial and temporal coverages are far better than those

of any other observational system for surface vector winds. Three months of scat-

teronrieter data (7 .Julv to 10 October 1978) are available from the Seasat-A Satellite

Scatterometer (SASS). Although of (lisappointingly short duration, these data have

previously proven useful for identifying large, systematic errors in the HR wind stress

climatology, particularly at high southern latitudes (Chelton et al. 1990). Other

scatterometer data such as those from the Active Microwave Jiistrument (AMI)

onboard the European Space Agency ERS-1 satellite launched in .July 1991 and

the NASA scatterometer (NSCAT) to be launched in 1996 onboard tire .Japanese

ADEOS satellite promise wind observations over longer periods. These data prod-

ucts will he crucial for checking the quality of present wind climnatologies arid for

developing a new, globally accurate climatology.

it is important to bear iii mind that the differences between tire SASS wind

stress field and tire 7-year TLO climatology are not necessarily indicative of errors

in either data set. The winds during the 1978 SASS observational period may

not have been representative of the long-term mean and the differences from TLO

must therefore he interpreted with caution. From tire coniparison of the SASS wind

stress field with the HR climatology, Chielton et al. (1990) identified several regions

of moderate interanininial variability (up to 0.6 dyn cnn2 differences) north of 30°S.

The differences between SASS and HR winds at higher southern latitudes were much

larger (more than 2 (lyn cnn2 in some regions). On the basis of Southern Hemisphere

sea level pressure fields from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology (ABM), Chelton

et al. (1990) argued that these differences at high southern latitudes are larger
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than can l)e accounted for by intcraririval variability alone; although .July 1978

was anomalous, sea level pressure was nearly normal iii the 3-month average July

September 1978. Because tile large-scale winds are approximately linearly related to

the pressure fields, it can he inferred that the near-surface winds were a)proxin1ately

normal at high southern latitudes during this same period. However, surface wind

stress is nonlinearly related to the vector wind field. Consequently, small deviations

from the chmnatological average wind can he amplified in the stress fields. In order

to use the SASS data to assess the accuracy of the TLO climatology, a secondary

objective of this study is therefore to attempt to determine how representative the

wind stress field at high southern latitudes was of climatological cOnl(hitioIls during

the period sampled by SASS.

Another secondary objective of this study is to quantify the effects of sanni-

p1mg errors in spatially and temporally averaged wind stress fields constructed from

SASS data. Although the quantity and geographical olistribution of scatteronneter

data far eXcee(l those of any other near-surface wind observations, the effects of the

irregular and rather complex satellite sampling pattern on the accuracy of the wind

fields is still a concern. This important issue has not been addresse(l by previous

analyses of vector wind and wind stress fields coflstrllctc(l from scatterometer and

simulated scatteromneter data (e.g., Legler and O'Brien 1985; Chelton et al. 1989;

1990; Kelly and Caruso 1990).

Summaries of the data processing used to construct the TLO amid SASS wind

stress fields used in this study are given in section 3.3. The effects of sannpling er-

rors for the SASS instrument (including the actual gaps in tue SASS data set) are

investigated iii section 3.4. lit section 3.5, the TLO wind stress climatology is showii

to be systematically higher than the SASS wind stress field at extratropical north-

crii latitudes and middle southern latitudes. It is also) shown that tins systematic
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difference can be entirely eliminated when the ECMWF-based TLO wind stress cli-

matology is recompute(1 with the ECMWF 1000 nih winds corrected to a height of

10 111 iy applying a multiplicative scalmg factor derived on the basis of comparisons

between the twice-daily ECMWF wind analyses amid coincident buoy observatioiis.

The implication of these results is that the TL(I) wind stress cimiatology is sytemat-

ically high by almost 50%. A three-way comparison of the TLO climatology at high

southern latitudes with wind stress fields constructe(l from SASS and ABM data

in section 3.6 concludes that it is not possible to evaluate the quality of the TLO

climatology south of 50°S.

3.3. Wind Stress Fields

3.3.1. ECMWF-Based Wind Stress

The TLO mean monthly wind stress climatology was derived from 7-year

vector averages (1980-1986) of twice-daily wind stresses computed from ECMWF

1000 nib winds on a 2.5° x 2.5° grid. TLO argued that since ship wind observations

were directly assimilated at the 1000 nib level prior to a mo(lel change in September

1986, the ECMWF 1000 mb winds for this period were more representative of the

winds at a height of 10 in above the sea surface than at 1000 mnib. The 1000 mb winds

were therefore treated as 10 m winds in deriving the TLO climatology. In defense

of this interpretation, Trenberth et al. (1989) cited Böttger (1982) who showed that

the ECMWF 1000 nib winds compared favorably with surface observations at ocean

weather ship Limna (57°N, 20°W) for the first half of 1982, a period during which

wm(l speeds were as high as 30 mns1. Some wave modeling studies appear to offer

additional supj)ort for the interpretation of the ECMWF 1000 nib analyses as 10 in
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\yjn(lS for eXaIIlJ)lC, .Jansscn ct al. (1989) found that accurate wave pre(lictiOnS could

be rriade wIieri the ECI\1\VF 1000 TIll) WiIl(Is were treated as 10 fll WiIl(IS.

In the TLO climatology, the ECMWF assumed 10 in winds ii were con-

verted to surface wind stress using the bulk aerodynamic formula with the two-

branch Large and Pond (1982) wind speed dependent neutral stal)ility drag coeffi-

cient C eXterl(le(1 to include two additional branches for wind speeds lower than

3 nns1,

0.49 + 0.065iio

1.14
1O3CN =

0.62 + 1.56uj'

for v,10 > 10 iris

for 3 1O < 10 iiis

for 1 < u < 3 ms
(1)

t. 2.18 for Ui0 < 1 ms1
The form of the 1-3 iiis wind speed branch was based oii the notion that the

drag coefficient increases as the wind speed approaches zero; the slope and intercept

were calculated from the Large and P011(1 (1982) value of the drag coefficient at

3 ms' and empirical fits to the Dittrner (1977) and Schacher et al. (1981) drag

coefficients at 2 nnis (see Fig. 2 of Trenberth et al. 1989). For wind speeds l)elOw

1 ms1, TLO fixed the neutral-stability drag coefficient at the extrapolated value

pertaining to 1 ms1. The Large and P011(1 (1982) stability correction to the drag

coefficient was applied to each gridded, synoptic ECMWF wind vector based on

cinnatological ixieaii monthly values of air and sea surface temperatures and relative

hunnditv derived from the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Data Set (COA.DS).

The air (lensity needed to estimate wind stress by the bulk aerodynamic formula was

computed individually for each ECMWF wind vector from the concurrent ECMWF

estimates of aim temperature, humidity an(I pressure.

In section 4, the TLO wind stress climatology is recomputed after reducing

the ECMWF 1000 mb winds to 10 m winds using a scaling factor derived from

comparisons with 1)uoy wimids. This corrected ECMWF-based climatology was gen-
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erate(1 using the TLO drag coefficient formulation (1). The Large and Pond (1982)

stability correction to the drag coefficient requires 1)0th air and sea' surface temper-

atures. The separate COADS air and sea surface temperature climatologies used

by TLO were niot readily available but their COADS chmnatological air-sea temper-

ature difference field was. 'We used the Shea et al. (1990) ixiean monthly sea' surface

temperature climatology and derived a mean monthly air temperature field by corn-

bininig the sea surface temperature climatology with the TLO air-sea temperature

difference climatology. As in TLO, the air density used in the 1)111k aerodynamic

forniiula to estimate wnid stress was computed in(hividually for each ECMWF wind

vector from the concurrent ECMWF estimates of air temperature, humidity and

pressure.

3.3.2. SASS Wind Stress

The wind vectors used in this study were generated by Atlas et al. (1987) who

removed the SASS directional ambiguities using an atmospheric general circulation

model. This method gives good results for temporally and spatially averaged winds

(Chelton ct al. 1989). The SASS estimates of 19.5 in neutral-stability wind vec-

tors were used to generate a 2-month vector average surface stress on the ECMWF

2.50 x 2.5° grid for the period 1 August to 30 September 1978. The methodology

is essentially the same as that described by Chelton et al. (1990). Briefly, the wind

speed was first corrected by subtracting a 1 ms1 bias known to exist in the Atlas

et al. (1987) SASS data. Because the SASS measurements of radar backscatter are

calibrated to estimate neutral-stability winds at a height of 19.5 mu, the appropriate

scaling factor amid drag coefficient to estimate surface wind stress are those corre-

spon(ling to neutrally stable atmospheric conditions. The 19.5 in neutral-stability
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wind vectors were therefore reduced to winds at a height of 10 m l)y a rnultiplica-

tive scaling factor of 0.943, computed from the boundary-layer rniodel of Liii et

al. (1979) for neutral stability. In the Southern Hemisphere, observations were dun-

iniated south of a maximum ice boundary determined from passive microwave remote

sensing (see Fig. 1 of Mestas-Nuñez et al. 1992).

Surface wind stress was computed for each SASS estimate of neutral-stability

10 in winds using the hulk aerodynamic formula with the TLO neutral-stability drag

coefficient (1). Reliable global synoptic estimates of the air density needed in the

1)111k formulation were niot available for the 1978 SASS ol)servational period. It

was therefore necessary to use a climatological mean monthly air density. This

was computed on the 2.50 grid from the 7-year average of the twice-daily ECMWF

estimates of air temperature, humidity and pressure for the TLO period.

As will he shown in the next section, contours of the 2.5° x 2.5° average wind

stress from SASS exhibit a zonial quasi-periodic structure symptomatic of sampling

errors in the 2-month average (see upper panel of Fig. 3.1). The bell-shaped low-

jass filter described in detail in the appendix of Cheltoni et al. (1990) was applied

to smooth the 2.5°-averaged wind stress field with spatial resolution analogous to

5° latitude by 16° longitude nnloving averages, though with a sharper low-pass cut-

off in the wavenumber domain. This smoothing also removes much of the short

scale structure in the true wind field that is riot resolved Iw the ECMWF svmioi-

tic analyses, thus making the averaged SASS fields more compatible with the TLO

chinatology.
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3.4. Scatterometer Sampling Error

As noted in the intro(Iuction, tire spatial and temporal coverage of scat-

terometer data far exceed those of any other available wind observational system.

For SASS and NSCAT, the wind field is sampled sequentially in time along the

satellite orbit across two swaths of approximately 600 km width separated by a

gap of about 400 km centered on the satellite ground track. The AMI samples the

wind field over only One such swath and consequently has even greater problems

with sampling errors than SASS or NSCAT. These spatial and temporal sampling

characteristics are further complicated by spatial overlap of swaths from adjacent

orbits at the higher latitudes and by overlap of measurements from ascending and

descending orbits. The effects of this complex sampling pattern on the accuracy of

spatially amid temporally averaged wind stress fields constructed from scatterorneter

data have riot previously been investigated.

An attempt to quantify the effects of SASS samplinig errors is made here by

simulating SASS measurements of a known wind field and directly comparing aver-

ages of the sampled values with the "true" mean quantities. The AugustSeptember

1985 twice-daily ECMWF surface analyses were used to define tire "true" field, arid

the ECMWF 1000 mb winds were considered to l)e 10 in winds for tire purposes

of this analysis. Sample locations and times (relative to 0000h on 1 August) were

taken from the actual SASS data. The SASS-sampled wind vectors were converted

to wind stress using the method of TLO and then vector averaged over the 2-month

period.

The ECMWF analyses define the "true" winds only at the model grid points

in space and time. However, the SASS instrument had lugher spatial resolution

within the sample swaths and data were acquired continuously in time along tue
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satellite orl)it (rather than at the twice-daily analysis times). The simulation there-

fore requires illterpolation of the ECMWF winds to the SASS measurement locations

and times. Schaefer and Doswell (1979) have noted that there is no unique method

for interpolating a vector field. Even simple tn-linear interpolation (in two spatial

arid one temporal dimension) is ambiguous, as systematically different results are

obtained if the interpolation is carried out on components rather than on wind sJ)eed

afl(l direction.

The direction of the interpolated wind vector can be obtained consistently

by interpolatinig zonal and meridional components. However, the magnitude of the

interpolated vector can be calculated either by interpolating scalar speeds or by

taking the magnitude of the vector defined by the interpolated compoiments. While

the two results are identical when the direction of the wind field is spatially con-

stanit, the magnitudes obtained by interpolation of scalar speeds are systematically

larger than the magnitudes from the component-wise interpolation when the wind

direction changes across grid pomts (see Schaefer and Doswell, 1979; the systematic

difference is a simple manifestation of the Schwarz inequality). Care must therefore

be taken to assure that the results of the simulations are in(licative of the effects of

samj)ling errors, as opposed to interpolation errors. This problem is ad(lressed here

by demonstrating that the results are not strongly dependent on the (arbitrary)

interpolation schenrie used in the artificial sinmulations. In the following, systematic

errors in simulated SASS fields constructed by component-wise interpolation are

compared with those in simulated fields constructed by scalar speed amid direction

interl)olatioml.

Simulated SASS vector wind stress estimates were first obtained by linear

space and time interpolation of each ECMWF vector wind coml)ondnt separately

to the SASS sample times and locations. The magnitudes of the 2-month vector
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average "tnie" and SASS-sampled wind stress fields for AugustSeptember 1985 are

contoured in Fig. 3.1. The geographical patterns of high arid low wind stress regions

in the "true" field are clearly identifiable iii the SASS-sampled field. However, the

SASS-sampled field also exhibits a zonal wiggliness and patchiness of the contour

lines. As the methodology used to compute the individual wind stresses and vector

averages is exactly the same for both fields, this effect must be associated with

sanlj)ling errors related to the SASS orbital characteristics. This is a clear indication

that the similar structure noted in section 2.2 and seen previously by Chelton ct

al. (1990) in the gridded SASS wind stress fields indeed results from scatteromneter

sampling errors. The upper panel of Fig. 3.2 shows that the Chelton et al. (1990) low-

pass filter outlined in section 2.2 eliminates the sampling-related spatial structure of

the SASS-sampled field. The same smoothing applied to the true" 2-month average

(lower panel of Fig. 3.2) results in only minor changes iii the wind stress field; the

contours are somewhat smoother an(l the extrenies of the high arid low wind stress

regions are reduced slightly in magnitude.

A scatter plot comparison between the smoothed "true" arid the smoothed

SASS-sampled fields (Fig. 3.3) shows that the scatterometer sanipling introduces a

systematic error iii the wind stress magnitude. A least squares fit line through the

origin of Fig. 3.3 (riot shown) has a slope of 0.90. The scatter in the comparison

of the lmsmnoothedl fields shown in Fig. 3.1 is larger but the slope is the same.

On the basis of this conniparison, the SASS sampling errors based on component-

wise interpolationi of the "true" winds thus result in a 10% underestimniate of the

magnitudes of 2-month vector average wind stresses.

When the SASS-sampled 2-month vector average wind stress field is con-

structe(l from vector winds determined by the speed and direction interpolation

techiniique, the regression coefficient increases to 0.97, which is indeed larger thani the
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value obtained by the component-wise vector interpolation technique. Although the

scaling factors differ somewhat, both vector interpolation methods indicate that the

effects of SASS sampling errors are to reduce the magnitudes of the SASS-sampled

2-month vector average wind stress field.

The conclusion that SASS sampling errors bias the 2-nionth vector average

wind stress fields low was further investigated by a third analysis consisting of corn-

pansons between "true" and SASS-sampled 2-month scalar-averaged wind stress

mniagnitindes. After linearly interpolating the wimid speeds to the SASS observation

times and locations, computing the wind stress magnitude corresponding to each

interpolated wind speed and then scalar averaging over the 2-month period, the re-

gression coefficient for the comparison was found to be 0.93. This 7% un(Ierestimate

of the scalar wind stress magnitude field computed from the simulated SASS data
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lies half way between the 0.97 and 0.90 values deduced from vector averaging using

the two vector interpolation methods.

All three methods of comparing the "true" and SASS-sampled wind stress

fields thus lead to a consistent conclusion that sampling errors result iii a systematic

llrl(lerestimnate in the 2-month average wind stress fields derived from SASS obser-

vations. That the 2-month vector-average wind stress estimates are systematically

low in the SASS-sampled data is not surprising. Wentz et al. (1986) have pointed

out that wind speeds are aJ)proximately Rayleigh distributed. Because of the ir-

regular temporal sampling interval of scatterometer data and the asymmetry of the

Rayleigh distribution, the probability of observing high wind speed events within a

given 2.5° region is lower thaii that of observing low wind speed events, thus biasing

the magnitudes of averaged wind fields low.

From the above estimates of sampling errors, we recommend increasing the

magnitude of winl(I stress estimates obtained from SASS wind observations by 7%

when using the 1)111k formula with 2-month vector averages. Such a correction is

equivalent to increasing the drag coefficient by 7% to compensate for scatterometer

samnj)ling errors when computing stress fronri SASS wind vectors. Hereafter, SASS

\rin1(l stress fields inflated by 7% are referred to as "corrected SASS".

3.5. TLO and SASS Wind Stress Comparison

Meridional profiles of the zonally averaged eastward components of corrected

2-month vector average SASS amid TLO wind stress estimates are shown in Fig. 3.4.

The shaded region represents the ±2 standard deviationi ramige of initerannual van-

ability over the seven individual August-September ECMWF wind stress fields from

which the TLO climatology is constructed. Interannual variability is largest in the
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major win(l l)elts, particularly in the Southern Hemisphere westerlies. Iii general, the

profile derived from SASS data falls within the range of natural variability, com-

plicating the ability to (listiniguish systematic errors in the wind stress estimates

from differences associated with interannual variability. Iii the tropics, however,

the difference between SASS arid TLO wind stress profiles exceeds the 2 standard

deviation range of interannival variability, suggesting an error in one or 1)0th of the

fields. After removal of the 1 rns1 bias as discusse(l in section 2.2, there is no doc-

umented evidence for any geographical dependence of the accuracies of SASS winds

that would account for errors in the SASS wind stress magnitudes iii the tropics

(Davison and Harrison, 1990). In contrast, Lambert (1988), Reynolds et al. (1989),

Trenberth ct al. (1989) arid TLO have all noted shortcomings of the ECMWF anal-

yses in the tropics, apparently arising from limitations in the ability of the model

to analyse the divergent component of the vector wind field in the highly convective

tropical regions. The differences between the SASS and TLO wind stress fields in

the tropics therefore most likely arise from errors in the ECMWF analyses. The

TLO climatological wind stress estimates within the tropical regions (conservatively

defined here to be within +25° of the equator) are therefore not considered further

in this study.

The AugustSeptember TLO arid SASS average arid difference wind stress

fields generated as described in section 2 are shown iii Fig. 3.5. For consistency,

the TLO wind stress field has l)een smoothed in the same maniier as the SASS

wind stress field as described in sections 2.2 and 3. At muddle latitudes in the

Pacific arid Atlantic oceans, the two wind stress fields gemierally agree to within

better than 0.3 dyn cnn2. Previous comparisons of SASS with HR (Cheltomi et

al., 1990) suggested that most of the differences iii the Northern Hemisphere could

be attributed to apparent anomalous wind stress during the SASS sannuplimig periods.
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The same conclusion can be drawn here from the SASS and TLO comparison. For

example, the band of large differences along 50°N in the North Atlantic is apparently

an indication that the westerlies were weaker than normal during the Seasat mission

since a similar feature is present in the September differences between SASS arid HR.

Similarly, the small regions of significant differences off the northwest U.S. coast, tine

Somali coast and in the western tropical Pacific are also present in the SASS minus

HR wind stress fields. Some other Northern Hemisphere differences in Fig. 3.5 may

be attributable to anomalous winds (luring the TLO sampling period. For example,

the region of 0.6 dyn cm2 differences south of the Aleutian Peninsula is not present

iii the differences I)etween SASS and HR (see Fig. 10 of Chelton ct at 1990). This

feature is probably related to the deeper-than-normal Aleutian low during the 1980-

1986 periO(l noted by TLO.

The niain feature of the SASS and TLO difference field in Fig. 3.5 is the band

of very large differences at high southern latitudes where the generally eastward TLO

wind stress is much stronger than the SASS wind stress. This is also the region of

largest interannual variability in the ECMWF analyses (Fig. 3.4). The maximum

difference exceeds 1.8 dyn cm2 in the Indian Ocean sector of the Southern (I)cean.

Evaluation of the TLO climatology is therefore more problematic at these high

southern latitudes than elsewhere; discussion of the wind stress field south of 50°S

is deferred to section 5.

Stress-dependent systematic differences between the SASS and TLO wind

stress fields at extratropical northern latitudes and at middle southern latitudes can

be identified even iii the presence of tile "noise" introduced by interannual variability.

The differences between the magnitudes of the two vector-averaged wind stress fields

were binlie(l into 0.1 dymi cur2 intervals according to the average of the two wind

stress magnitudes. As described previously by Wentz et al. (1986) an(l Clielton
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arid Wentz (1986), this method of presentation is preferable to the more traditional

scatter plot comparison between the the SASS and TLO wind stress magnitudes

because it avoids introducing artificial biases at high and low winds; at a location

where one of the wind stress estimates is extreme (high or low), it is likely that the

other will be less extreme.

The mean and ±1 standard deviation of the TLO minus SASS wind stress

magnitude differences are displayed as a function of the mean stress in Fig. 3.6 for

three latitudinal bands. In the extratropical northern arid middle southern latitude

bands, the differences betweeii the TLO and SASS wind stress fields are very similar

and suggestive of a simple scaling difference. From a least squares fit line through

the mean differences, the TLO wind stresses are systematically stronger than SASS

l)y 45.7% in the extratropical northern latitudes (25°N to 60°N) and by 46.4% in

the middle southern latitudes (25°S to 50°S).

The large and consistent differences between the binned TLO and SASS

wind stress magnitudes in Figs. 3.6a and 3.6b are almost certainly indicative of

systematic errors in one of the fields. After unsuccessfully exploring several other

candidate explanations for these differences, we eventually investigated the possibil-

ity that the TLO interpretation of ECMWF 1000 rub winds as 10 in winds might

he incorrect. To test this hypothesis, sonic other reliable estimate of the winds is

required. Moored buoy data from the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) (Meindl

arid Hamilton 1992) are well suited to such purposes because the data set includes

the air and sea surface temperature measurements required for boundary-layer con-

versions of the buoy winds to a consistent reference height of 10 in. These buoys

ale located in the Northern Hemisphere primarily along the U.S. coasts. Only the

open-ocean buoys north of 25°N were considered for this study to avoid problems in

the interpretation of the gridded ECMWF analyses near continental boundaries and
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FIGURE 3.6. Comparisons bctweeen the magnitudes of the TLO and corrected
SASS vector-average wind stress fields a) in the extratropical Northern Hemisphere
between 25°N to 60°N; b) in the inidlatitude Southern Hemisphere between 25°S and
50°S; and c) and iii the Southern Ocean south of 500(bottom). The mean differences
(TLO minus SASS) and ±1 standard deviations are plotted against the average of
the two wind stress estimates in 0.1 dyn cm2 bins.
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in the tropical latitudes. The locations of the open-ocean NDBC buoys for August

1980 and September 1985, as well as the nearest ECMWF grid points, are shown in

Fig. 3.7. The buoy (listril)utions during these two months are representative of the

7-year period 1980-1986 from which the TLO climatology was constructed.

The NDBC hourly 8-mm averages of wind speed were adjusted to a reference

height of 10 in, taking iiito account the stability of the atmosphere (Large and Poild

1982). Although some selected recent NDBC buoys measure relative humidity, this

was miot the case with the buoys considered duriiig the period of interest iii this study.

Atmospheric stability was therefore estimated from the buoy measurements of air-

sea temperature difference and the climnatological mniean mnionthly relative humidity

derived from COADS data by TLO (see section 2.1). The buoy estimates of 10 mm'

wind speeds for the AugustSeptember periods of 1980-1986 were themi compared

with concurrent twice-daily ECMWF 1000 ml) wmd spee(ls at the nearest ECMWF

grid locations.

The results are shown in Fig. 3.8, which has the same format as Fig. 3.6;

the differences between the two estimates of wind speed are plotted against their

average in 0.4 ms bins. A least squares analysis of this comparison of 7378 buoy

and ECMWF wind speeds suggest that the ECMWF speeds are 16.5% too high.

The corresponding scaling factor of 1/1.165 0.86 necessary to reduce the ECMWF

1000 1111) wimid speeds to the values consistent with coincident 10 ni buoy wind sJ)eeds

falls withimi the 0.7-0.9 range of published reduction coefficients for converting model

isol)aric and geostrophic winds to surface wiml(1S (e.g., Findlater et al. 1966; Aagaard

1969; Hasse and Wagner 1971; Clarke and Hess 1975; Willebrand 1978; Reynolds

et al. 1989; Lalbeharry et al. 1990; Clielton ct al. 1990; Freilich and Dunbar 1993).

The systematic difference between ECMWF 1000 mnb winds and 10 m NDBC l)uoy

winds in Fig. 3.8 tinis suggests that the ECMWF 1000 mnb analyses durimig the 1980
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FIGURE 3.8. Comparisons of 7378 concurrent synoptic ECMWF arid NDBC buoy
wind speeds for the AugustSeptember periods of 1980-1986. The rriean difference
(ECMWF minus l)uoy) are J)lotted against the average of the two estimates in 0.4
Iris1 bins.

1986 period really are representative of 1000 mb winds rather than of 10 m winds

as assumed by TLO.

\Theri the vector_average TLO climatology is recomputed as described at the

end of section 2.1 after reducing the ECMWF wind speeds by 14% to convert the

1000 mb winds to 10 m winds, the systematic differences between the 2-month vector

average SASS arid TLO wind stress estimates are completely eliminated (Fig. 3.9).

Thus, as a consequence of tire apparent scaling error, the wind-speed dependence

of the drag coefficient and the two-month vector averaging, the magnitudes of the

wind stresses iii the TLO wind stress climatology are too high by almost 50%. We

conclude that the ECMWF 1000 mb winds during the 1980-1986 period should riot

be interpreted as 10 m winds.

This conclusion may have significant implications for the wave modeling re-

siilts that evidently formed part of the basis for treating the ECMWF 1000 mb

analyses as 10 in winds in the TLO climatology. Wave predictions are very sensi-

tive to errors in the wind stress fields used to force the wave model (.Jaiissen et al.,
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1991; Beal, 1991; Lionello et al., 1992), with 10% errors in wind speeds resultillg

in approximately 20% errors in wae height predictions. Operational wave models

are forced by twice-daily wind stress fields derived from operational analyses like

the ECMWF analyses used to construct the TLO clnnatology A proper interpreta-

tion of the weather model "surface winds" is clearly important when calculating the

stresses used to force the wave models. The exact procedures used by wave mod-

elers when calculating surface stresses from operational weather analyses are often

vague. Furthermore, errors in the wave models themselves can be compensated for

by errors iii the wind stress forcing. For examl)le, in the recent study by Lionello et

al. (1992), an operational wave model forced by ECMWF-hased wind stress fields

was shown to overpredict wave heights within storm regions, hut to overestimate

the dissipation, and hence underpredict wave heights, outside of the immediate area

of the storm systemmi. The model therefore underpredicted wave heights in a global

average sense. Increasing the magnitude of the wind stress forcing (by, for example,

substituting 1000 rub winds for the 10 in winds used to force the model) could thus

apparently offset errors in the wave mnodel, increasing the overall skill of the wave
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model. Coiiipeiisating errors such as these iriay in fact be responsible for the uriref-

erenced TLO comment that treating the ECM\VF 1000 rub winds as 10 in winds

yielded more accurate wave model predictioiis.

3.6. The High Southern Latitude Wind Stress Field

The qualitative impact of the apparent overestimate of wind stress iii the

TLO mean monthly climatology on ocean modeling can be investigated using the

Sverdrup model. In this simple linear model, a 46% overestimate of wind stress

results in a 46% overestimate of transport everywhere, l)ut leaves the patterns of

circulation unchanged. The effects of such large errors in the wind stress on more

sophisticated ocean circulatruni models Irlay (liffer in magnitude and are likely to be

much more complex spatially but are almost certainly significant.

The Sverdrup circulations derived from the corrected SASS wind stress field

arid from the corrected TLO wind stress field are shown iii Fig. 3.10. Because of the

large differences between the two wind stress fields at high southern latitudes (see

Fig. 3.5), the differences between the Sverdrup circulations are exceptionally large

in this region; streamfunction differences larger than 50 Sv are fomid in the Indian

amid Atlantic sectors of the Southern Ocean. The line of zero wind stress curl in the

SASS data is displaced considerably more southward (about 5°in tine Indian Ocean

arid more than 10°in the Atlantic) than iii the TLO data (Fig. 3.11). This nlay be

indicative of anomalous atmospheric conditions during the 1978 SASS observational

periO(l. Alternatively, the possibility of systematic errors in the ECMWF analyses

at these latitudes cannot be discounted. The large differences between the two

circulations underscore the importance of determining the accuracies of presently
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available climatological wind stress fields for ocean circulation iriodeling at high

southern latitudes.

Assessing whether the high southern latitude wiiid stress field was climato-

logically norrrial during the SASS 1978 observational Period is very difficult. In the

Southern Ocean latitude band, where mteraiinual variability is large as discussed

previously, the ixiean differences between the gridded SASS win(I stress values and

the TLO climatology are smaller in all but one of the bins than the standard (levi-

ation of intcrarmual variability (Fig. 3.6c). It is generally agreed that the ECMWF

aiialyses are presently the most accurate operational weather analyses available glob-

ally. However, it is also generally conceded that the best available Southern Herni-

sphere weather analyses during 1978 were those produced by the Australian Bureau

of Meteorology (ABM), although this has not been quantitatively (lemonstrated to

our knowledge. We compared the ABM anid ECMWF analyses by computing an

in(lependent mean monthly vector average wind stress climatology from the ABM

analyses of 1000 nib winds for the 1980-1986 period (the same period ulse(l to con-

struct the TLO climatology). From empirical analysis, we found that a very close

agreement between the ABM ani(I correcte(l TLO wind stress fields could be oh)-

tamed when each gridded ABM 1000 ml) vector win(l is re(Iuced in magnitude l)y

21% arid rotated 140 counterclockwise prior to computing the vector average wind

stress.

The differences between the two 7-year wind stress climatologies are shown

in Fig. 3.12a. Over most of the Southern Hemisphere, the differences are very small.

The most significant difference is the 0.3 dyn cmni2 dipole south of Australia that

arises because the jetstream in this region is apparently displaced to higher southern

latitudes in the TLO climatology than in the ABM climatology. The 21% scaling

factor cami be compared with tIre 14% scaling factor deduced in section 4 for con-
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verting the ECMWF 1000 mb analyses to 10 m winds. As rioted above, 1)0th scaling

factors are within the range of values used in previous stu(Iies to convert model iso-

baric and geostrophic winds to surface winds. The somewhat larger scaling factor

arid the 14° rotation angle required to optimize the agreement between the ABM and

TLO climatologies apparently indicates that the ABM analyses are representative of

somewhat higher altitude winds than the Southern Hemisphere ECM\VF analyses.

For J)resent purposes, the important point is that the wind stress fields produced

from the two operational weather analysis models are remarkably consistent for the

1980-1986 I)erio(l after appropriate scaling adjustments.

Although there is no assurance that the ABM analyses (luring 1978 were of

comparable quality to the 1980-1986 ABM analyses, an attempt can be made to

determine how anomalous the wind stress field was during the Seasat period by

comparing the AugustSeptember 1978 ABM wind stress field with the 1980-1986

ABM climatology for the AugustSeptember period. The difference field (Fig. 3.12h)
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suggests that, iii 1978, the maximum surface stress associated with the Southern

Hemisphere westerlies was displaced southward between about 80°E arid 180°E.

However, a comparison between the AugustSeptember 1978 ABM wind stress field

and the concurrent SASS wind stress field (Fig. 3.12c) casts doubt on the quality

of stress fields derived from the ABM analyses during this period; there is very

little correspondence between Figs. 3.12b and 3.12c. Differences of more than 0.6

dyn cm2 between the ABM and SASS wind stresses are common at latitudes higher

than 50°S. As noted previously, there is no reason to suspect that SASS winds were

less accurate at high southern latitudes than at other latitudes. However, it is easy

to imagine limitations in the accuracies of operational analyses (contemporary as

well as during 1978) in this region of sparse observational (lata.

The analysis in this section unfortunately sheds little definitive light on the

accuracy of climatological wind stress fields at high southern latitudes. The consis-

tency between the TLO arid ABM wind stress fields for the 7-year period 1980-1986

is encouraging. However, the large discrepancies between SASS and ABM wind

stress fields during AugustSeptember 1978 are evidently indicative of errors in the

ABM analyses during this time period. This implies that the quality of the TLO

and ABM wind clirnatologies at high southern latitudes must be considered suspect;

unless there were major improvements in the quality of the ABM analyses between

1978 and the 1980-1986 period, the more recent ABM, as well as the ECMWF,

analyses also likely contain large systematic errors. This could account for the large

discrepancies in Fig. 3.5 between the SASS and TLO wind stress fields at high south-

ern latitudes. We conclude that a longer record of scatteromnieter measurements will

be necessary to produce a reliable wind stress climatology at high southern latitudes.

One feature of the Sverdrup circulations shown in Fig. 3.10 that merits some

discussion is the westward transport south of Australia and New Zealand. This
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westward transport is weaker in the Sverdrup circulation calculated from the TLO

wind stress than in that calculated from the SASS wind stress, but is nonetheless

unambiguously J)resent. The existence of westward Sverdrup transport in this re-

gion has previously been discussed by Godfrey (1989) and Chelton et al. (1990), who

have also noted that the sparse historical hydrographic data in this region support

the possibility of westward transport. Although westward transport in this region

is highly inconsistent with the conventional view of the Antarctic Circurnpolar Cur-

rent as a strong eastward flow throughout the Southern Ocean, there is mounting

evi(lence for a strong tendency for westward wind-driven transport from all available

wind stress fields (HR, TLO, ABM and SASS), despite limitations in the various

wind stress fields.

3.7. Summary and Discussion

In this study, Seasat scatteronneter observations arid NDBC buoy obser-

vatioiis of winds have been used to investigate the accuracy of the Trenberth et

al. (1990) ECMWF-based mean monthly wind stress climatology. Although the

AugustSeptemnber 1978 scatteromneter data are not contemporary with the 1980-

1986 TLO climatology, they (10 offer the advantage of providing a global data set

for conniparison. The extent to which such a comparison is useful depends upon the

degree to which systematic errors can be detected in the presence of interannual

variability. The independent point comparisons of ECMWF winds with contempo-

raucous buoy observations supports an interpretation that interannual variability

indeed averages approximately to zero in the Northern Hemisphere and at middle

latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere.
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An important problem with the SASS data is the sampling error introduced

by irregular sarnplrng in space and time. The analysis of section 3 derrionstrates that

the overall effects of SASS sampling can be (limmishe(l by inflating the magnitude

of the mean SASS wind stress vectors by about 7%. This result has important

imj)lications for the Chelton et al. (1990) comparison of 3-month vector average

SASS and HR wind stress fields. Although the systematic underestimate of time-

averaged wind stress fields arising from SASS sampling characteristics should have

l)een obvious in that study, as well as in other scatterometer studies (e.g., Legler

and O'Brien 1985; Kelly arid Caruso 1990), it has been overlooked until now. one

reason for this oversight is that the 19% difference between SASS and HR wind

stress estimates fouiid by Chelton et al. (1990) was apparently fortuitously consistent

with previous mdependellt conclusions by Harrison (1989) amid P. Schopf (personal

communication, 1989) that HR wind stress estimates were too high by 17-30%.

Moreover, the differences between SASS and HR wind stress fields (see the scatter

plot iii Fig. 111.18 of Cheltomi et al. 1990) matched almost perfectly the 20% difference

l)etween the drag coefficients used in the two data sets.

We have repeated the comparison between SASS and HR wind stress fields

over the AugustSeptember 2-month period after increasing the SASS wind stress

amplitudes by 7% to account for SASS sampling errors. It is also necessary to iii-

crease the HR wind stress amplitudes by 2% because HR used a constant air density

of 1.2 x i0 g/cmn3 rather than the 1.223 x i0 value of Chelton et al. (1990). After

these correctiomis, the HR wind stress estimates are too high by about 10%, which

is smaller thaim the 20% difference between the two drag coefficients. Consequently,

after adjusting for the difference between the HR drag coefficient and the Large arid

Pond (1982) (Irag coefficient used with the SASS data, the HR wimid stress estimates

are about 10% lower than SASS. This result should not be surprising based on the
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analysis in section 3 which showed that the drag coefficient must be inflated by

about 7% when constructing vector-averged stress fields from the irregularly spaced

SASS vector wind observations. The drag coefficient should be inflated similarly for

constructing cliinatological monthly mean wind stress fields from ship observations,

which are even more irregularly distributed in space and time than the SASS data.

Increasing the drag coefficient by about 10% coul(l apparently compensate for biases

introduced by sampling errors in the ship data.

The cOnilJ)arisOn between TLO and SASS wind stress fields presented in sec-

tioni 4 showed that the TLO wind stress clinniatology is about 46% higher than SASS

in extratropical northern latitudes and middle southern latitudes. From the point

comparisons between ECMWF synoptic wind analyses and NDBC buoy winds, this

difference is entirely consistent with an error in the TLO interpretation of 1000 ill!)

winds as 10 in winds. Other authors have independently reached similar conclu-

sions. Aiidersoii et al. (1991), for example, found that tIne 1000 mb ECMWF winds

correspond to a height of approximately 30 in, and thins must be reduced in magni-

tu(le to be compared with 10 iii measurements. The systematic difference between

TLO and SASS wind stress magnitudes can be eliminated by reducing the ECMWF

1000 mb wnid speeds by 14% to convert the 1000 mh winds to 10 ni winds prior to

calculating the wind stress from the bulk aerodynamic formula.

A crude method of correcting for the apparent systematic errors in the TLO

clmiatology is to reduce each mniean monthly gridded wind stress estimate by 46%.

Although the scaling error probably does not deviate much from 46% throughout the

year, it should be kept in mind that the analysis described iii this study is restricted

to tIne AugustSeptember time period. Owing to the wind-speed and stability (IC-

pemidencies of tIne drag coefficient and the complicating effects of vector averaging

in regions of low wind directional steadiness, the scaling factor may vary somewhat
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geographically and at other times of year. A complete analysis would require corn-

parisoris between ECMWF synoptic 1000 1111) wind analyses and concurrent 1)uoy

observations for each month of the year. Using the scaling factor determined from

such an analysis to convert the 1000 nih winds to 10 rn winds, the complete vector-

average monthly wind stress climatology should be recomputed as we have (lone

here for the AugustSepteniber period.

A similar scaling error iii the TLO chmnatology is expected south of 50°S.

At these high southern latitudes, however, interanmial variability is large, there are

110 contemporaneous buoy measurements, amid a systematic scaling error caminot be

isolated base(l omi comparisons with SASS data. We have argued in section 5 that

a reliable estiiriate of mean monthly wind stress does not presently exist at high

southern latitudes. Moreover, it will riot be possible to construct such a field iii this

region of sparse conventional wind observations until a sufficiently bug record of

highly accurate scatterorneter winds have been acquired (at least three years, and

preferably five or more years). Until such time, the details of model siniulatioris of

the Antarctic Circumpolar Current must be considered tentative at best.
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4.1. Abstract

The relationship l)etweerl the large-scale variability of sea level and wind

forcing in the South Pacific is investigated using Empirical Orthogonal Function

(EOF) analysis. Observed sea level comes from nearly two years of Geosat altimeter

data (December 1986 to October 1988). Wind stress curl forcillg is calculated from

ECMWF 1000 ml) analyses. Simulated sea' level comes from the flat-bottom, time-

dependent barotropic Sverdrup theory and two numerical models driven with winds

based on the ECMWF analyses. The miimmerical models are the Navy layered and

the Semtner and Chervin z-level. The EOF analysis reveals the complicated nature

of Geosat sea level arid wind stress curl variability in the South Pacific. The first

EOF of Geosat sea level shows a zonally coherent basin-scale oscillation which is

significantly correlated with the first EUF of the wind stress curl and of sea level

from theory and models. The analysis supports an interpretation of this mode

as a response of the South Pacific to seasonal cliamiges iii the wind forcing. The

mechamsms appear to be a harotropic response of a stratified ocean over topography.

4.2. Introduction

There arc several studies in the literature regarding the large-scale response

of the ocean to wimid fluctuations on monthly to seasonal time scales. However,

the dynaniical nniechiamsmns connecting wind and current variability are not well

understood. \/eroniS and Stommncl (1956) showed theoretically that iii a two-layer

ullbounded oceami forced with tinie-dependent winds with periods from a day to

a year, the response is iii part barotropic amid in part baroclinic. Later, Gill and

Niiler (1973) used scaling arguments to propose a harotropic topographic Sverdrup

halamice at aminual forcinig. Thompson et al. (1986) reviewed rniore recent theoretical
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and numerical studies suggesting the validity of the topographic Sverdrup balance

for forcing perio(ls between 2 months arid 1 year. Those studies Show that for forcing

time scales shorter than about 2 months Rossby waves are excited and for forcing

time scales longer than 1 year barocliniic effects become important. After barochnic

adjustment a fiat-bottom Sverdrup balance should be expected.

Koblinsky (1990) presented scaling arguments supporting the validity of the

topographic Sverdrup balance in the frequency hand from 10 to 100 (lays in the

North Pacific. Observations showed that the topographic Sverdrup balance could

explain the variability of deep ocean currents in that frequency band at localized

regions in the North Pacific (Koblinsky et al. 1989). However, the validity of the

topographic Sverdrup balance at those locations has been questioned by nunrierical

experiments from a barotropic quasi-geostrophic model (Cummings 1991). In that

study, Cummings argued that the presence of harotropic Rossby waves could extend

even beyond periods of about 100 days.

In a previous study, we analyzed simmimiltaneous ol)servations of winds and

sea level by the Seasat satellite over a 3-month period (July to September, 1978)

in the Southern Ocean (Mestas-Nuñez et al. 1992). In the western South Pacific,

spatial patterns of sea level change from July to September, measured directly by

the altimeter, showed consistency with indirect estimates derived from the surface

wind stress mnieasurcd by the scatterometer using the sinniple time-dependent flat-

bottom barotropic Sverdrup theory. Both estimates of sea level change showed a

band of sea level rise along approximately 50°S that were consistent with tide gauge

observations at two locations in New Zealand. The spatial correlation l)etweeri the

direct and indirect satellite estimates of sea level change south of 40°S was 0.5 amid

was shown to he significant, although the theory overestimated the magnitude of

the changes by a factor of three and did not describe an observed decrease in sea
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level in the eastern portion of the basin (east of 110°W). The barochnic effects were

neglected based on arguments presented by Wliitwortli arid Peterson (1985) from

observations at Drake Passage. The harotropic topographic Sverdrup balance was

riot appropriate because of closed f/H contours.

Although the results of the Seasat study in the South Pacific were encourag-

jug, considering the simplicity of the Sverdrup theory, their statistical significance

was limited by the short 3-month duration of the Seasat mission. Analysis of the

longer series of Geosat sea level observations over the full Southern Ocean by Chelton

et al. (1990) revealed dominant seasonal (annual and semiannual) variability. Since

seasonal variability also dominates the wind forcing field in the Southern Hemisphere

(van Loon and Rogers 1984), it was expected that a relationship between the two

could be found.

Tine goal of this research is to study the large-scale variability of sea level

in the South Pacific and its relation to wind forcing using 23 months (December

1986 to October 1988) of Geosat altimeter observations. Variability of a time series

is defined here as deviations of monthly values with respect to a temporal mean

calculated over the whole record length. The spatial and temporal characteristics of

the large-scale sea level variability observed by the Geosat altimeter are described

efficiently using Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) analysis (e.g. Preisendorfer

1988). This technique was previously applied to altimeter sea level observations

in the Southern Ocean by Fin amid Chelton (1985) and Cheltomi et al. (1990). Tine

physical mechanisms are investigated by comparing the dominant modes of tine

observed sea level variability with the corresponding modes of variability of wind

stress curl forcillg and of sea level from theory and two ocean models. The theory

is the fiat-bottom, time-dependent barotropic Sverdrup balance and the mmiodels are

the Navy layered, and the Serntner and Chervin z-level. The EOF analysis has
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proven a useful technique for comparing model results with observations ui other

studies (e.g. Garzoli and Philander 1985; Garzoli et al. 1992).

Remotely sensed winds from a satellite scatteroineter are riot available (luring

the Geosat mission. We therefore use wind stress data based on European Centre

for Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 1000 mmli) wind analyses; the same

winds on which the forcing functions of the NRL and SC models were i)ased. The

geographical region of interest in this study ranges meridionally from 30°S to 55°S,

arid zonally from 180°E (just east of New Zealand) to the coast of South America.

The sea level and wind data is described in section 2 .A brief review of

EOF analysis and the methods used are given in section 3. The results of the EOF

analysis of sea level an(l wiiid stress curl forcing and the coniparisori of the EOFs

of Geosat with the EOFs of the curl and of sea level from theory arid models are

J)resenited in section 4. Discussion of the results is provided in section 5.

4.3. Data Description

i.S.l. Geosat Sea Level

The sea level data used here consist of 23 months (December 1986 to Octo-

her 1988) of satellite altimeter smoothed estimates from the Geosat Exact Repeat

Mission. The details of the data processing techniques, applied to the raw data to

ol)taini smoothed sea level fields with 20 longitude arid latitude spatial grid spacings

and 15 days temporal grid spacing, are described in Matamio et al. (1993). The spa-

tial arid temporal resolution of the sea level fields are approximately 10° longitude

by 5° latitude by 30 days, arid thus resolve the large-scale, low-frequency variability

of sea level. The 2° x 2° gridded time series are not all independent, since the grid

spacings are somewhat smaller than the spatial resolution.
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For the South Pacific subset used in this study the 15-clay gridded time series

were subsampled to ceiitered monthly values from December 1986 to (i)ctober 1988

using cubic spline interpolation. These 23 monthly maps of sea level were assumed

to correspond to monthly averages and were further interpolated to a 2.5° longitude

by 2.5° latitude (2.5° x 2.5°) grid using two-dimensional spline interpolation. This

2.5° x 2.5° grid is considered the common grid for the analysis and comparisons

presented in this study because it coincides with the original grid of the ECMWF

winds. Thins, the wind stress curl and Sverdrup sea level data can be used directly

without recuiring further spatial interpolations.

.3.2. ECMWF Wind Stress Curl and Sverdrup Sea Level

Tine ECMWF wind stress data used iii this study consist of monthly averages

on a 2.5° x 2.5° grid from the 23-month period. The methodology for computing the

wind stress from the 1000 mb winds is essemitially the same as that of Trenberth ct

al. (1990). However, the 1000 ml) win(I speeds were first reduced to a 10 in reference

height using a constant scaling factor of 0.86 as suggested by Mestas-Nuñez ct

al. (1994), in a comparison of the synoptic ECMWF wind speeds and coincident

l)uoy observations for the August-September periods of 1980-1986 in tine Northern

Hemisphere.

Two wind-related variables are of interest in this study, namely wind stress

curl and Sverclrup sea level. The curl was computed from each individual monthly-

mean stress field using centered first differences in spherical coordinates. Sverdrup

sea level was derived by westward imitegratiomi of the curl from the South American

coast where the sea level is set to zero. The underlying assumptions are that the

ocean is 4 kin deep, the bottom stress is small, the advection and diffusion of vorticity
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are negligible, and the quasi-steady surface response to wind forcing is barotropic

(see Mestas-Nuñez et al. 1992).

3.3. NRL Sea Level

The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) layered model evolved from the orig-

inal two-layer model of Hurlburt and Thompson (1980) with significant upgrades

introduced by \Vallcraft (1991). This is a nonlinear, primitive equation model with a

semi-implicit free surface. Au updated description of the model is given by Hurihurt

et al. (1996). In this study we use the output from a gloI)al 6-layer hydrodynamic

version which can handle realistic rough bottom topography confined to the lowest

layer. Bottom topography for this simulation comes from ETOPO5 (NOAA 1986).

Since all thermodynamics effects in this version are neglected, the density remains

constant in space and time within each layer (isopycnal). From top to bottom, the

0T layer densities are 25.24, 26.47, 26.99, 27.23, 27.39 and 27.77. The corresponding

initial layer thicknesses are 155, 185, 210, 225, 225 and 5500 meters.

The model was spun up from rest on a 0.7° longitude by 0.5° latitude grid

using monthly Hellerman arid Rosenstein (1983) wind stress climatology arid an

eddy viscosity of 1500 m2 s. Statistical equilibrium was reached after 249 years.

The latitudinal grid spacing was then switched to 0.25° and the model was run for

one year with an e(l(lv viscosity of 300 ni2 s1. Then the model was run for another

26 years with an eddy viscosity of 100 m2 s1. At this J)oint the longitudinal grid

spacing was decreased to 0.35° arid the simulation continued using ECMWF daily-

averaged stresses for the January 1981-June 1993 period. The long-term mean of

the ECMWF wind stresses over this period was replaced by the auiiival mean of

Hellerman and Rosenistein. The sea level (lata was stored every 3.05 (lays.
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In this study, monthly mean sea level fields were generated from the 3.05-day

files on the 0.35°longitude by 0.25° latitude grid for the period December 1986 to Oc-

tober 1988. The monthly mean fields were then interpolated to the 2.5°x2.5° corn-

parison grid using two-dimensional splirie interpolation.

Serntner arid Cliervin Sea Level

The Senitiier arid Chervin (SC) sea level data used here conic from files

archived at NCAR that were produced by the global Parallel Ocean Climate Model

(P0CM). The P(i)CM is a free-surface version of the Bryan-Cox-Semtner model

following Killworth et al. (1991). In this formulation, coastlines and bathyrnetry

can l)e prescribed at the local model resolution. The P0CM has a longitudinal grid

spacing of 0.4° arid a latitudinal grid spacing of 0.4xcos(latitude) degrees. Thus, the

model latitudinal grid size is 0.33° at about 34° latitude arid 0.2° at 60° latitude.

The average latitudinal spacing over the full range of latitudes is a)proximately

0.25°. Over the latitude range of interest in this study (30°S to 55°S) the average

latitudinal spacing is approximately 0.29°. The model has a maximum of 20 vertical

levels.

In the SC simulation, heat and salt fluxes were modeled by simple restoring

to seasonal cycles of Levitus (1982) iii the uppermost of the 20 levels, using the

method of Haney (1971). Subsurface restoring of temperature and salinity was only

used north of 58° N, south of 68°S, and in the vicinity of Gibraltar. Momentum flux

was (lctermnined from smoothly interpolated monthly values of ECMVVTF wind stress

for 1985-1989, as calculated by Trenberth ct al. (1990). However, rio corrections for

differences between ECMWF 1000 mb amid 10 mu winds as suggested by Mestas-Nuñez

et al. (1994) were ap)lie(l. A 0.5° x 0.5° model initialized with Levitus temperature
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arid salinity was spun UJ) for 33 years using Hellerman arid Roseristein (1983) winds.

Instantaneous fields were then interpolated to the 0.4° longitude by 0.25° (average)

latitu(Ie grid; an(l the sinniulation was resumed, starting with ECM\VF winds of

January 1985. The sea level data was stored every 3 days.

In this study, monthly mean fields were constructed from the 3-day files on

the 0.40 x 0.25° (average) grid for the December 1986 to October 1988 period. The

23 monthly mean sea level fields were theii interpolated to the 2.5° x 2.5° comparison

grid using two-dimensional spline interpolation.

4.4. EOF Analysis and Methods

The temporal mean over the 23-month period was first removed from the

2.5° x 2.5° gridded records of Geosat sea level, wind stress curl, and sea level from

the theory and models. Because the main focus of this research is on monthly to

seasonal rather than long term variability, we also renioved a linear trend from the

anomaly time series of all the data fields.

The EOF analysis projects a data field onto a set of orthogonal standing

modes of variability (e.g. Preisendorfer 1988). Each mode explains a fraction of

the total variance of the data and is composed of a nondirnensional spatial pattern

and a dimensioned amplitu(Ie time series. In this study, the EOF calculatiomi was

performed efficiently using singular value decomposition of the data matrix as 51mg-

gested by Kelly (1988). To aid interpretation, the spatial patterns were normalized

so that the mean square value over all grid points equals 1.

Before presenting detailed results of the EOF analysis it should be rioted

that individual empirical modes are not always physically meaningful. In particular,

modes higher than one because of the orthogonality constraint. In section 4.2, we
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show arid describe the first four empirical modes of Geosat sea level. Physical

mterpretation of these modes is investigated based on comparisons with the first

four empirical modes of wind stress curl forcing (section 4.3) arid of sea level from

theory and two ocean models (sections 4.4 to 4.6).

The comparison of two empirical modes from different fields involves spatial

pattern correlations amid temporal correlations of their accompanying amplitude time

series. The spatial correlations were performed by subsampling the spatial I)atternis

into a 100 longitude by 50 latitude gridi, which is the approximate spatial resolution

of the Geosat data set. The standard deviatiomi uncertainties of the spatial arid

temporal sample correlations were estimate(l using a bootstrap technique (Effron

1979). The 95.5% and 99.7% confidence limits of the correlations were estimated

from the two and three standard deviatioll intervals, respectively.

4.5. Results

i.5.1. Variance Budget

The percentage of total variance explained by the first four EOF modes for

the Geosat, wind stress curl, Sverdrup theory arid two ocean model fields are shown

iii Table 4.1, with curves of cumulative variance explained as a function of EOF

mode nliml)er depicted in Fig. 4.1. The first four modes of Geosat sea level account

for 58% of the variance and 13 modes are required to explain 90% of the variance.

That a large number of modes is needed to explain most of the variance illustrates

the complicated nature of the Geosat sea level variability, as noted by Chelton (t

al. (1990).
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level (heavy solid line), wind stress curl (dashed line), Sverdrup sea level (asterisks),
NRL sea level (dots), and SC sea level (light solid line).
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TABLE 4.1. Variance budget of the first four empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs)
in percent.

EOF Geosat Curl Sv. NRL SC
1 29 27 63 43 25
2 12 16 19 14 24
3 9 10 6 13 16
4 8 8 6 8 9

Sum 58 61 94 78 74

The first four modes of wind stress curl account for 61% of the total variance

and 12 modes are needed to explain 90% of the variance. The distribution of variance

among the first four modes (Table 4.1) and the cumulative distribution of variance

for wind stress curl (Fig. 4.1) compare well with Geosat sea level. This suggests

that the variability in Geosat sea level and in wind stress curl have similar nature.

The four most significanit EOFs of Sverdrup sea level account for 94% of the

total variance of Sverdrup sea level, which is 36% nniore variance than explained by

the first four modes of Geosat. This illustrates the simpler nature of the Sverdrup sea

level variability compared to the Geosat and curl variability. A simpler character for

the Sverdrup variability compared to the curl is expected, considering that Sverdrup

sea level at a givemi location is calculated by zonal integration of the curl between

that point arid the easterni boundary. Thus, much of the spatial variability present

iii the curl is smoothed out by the Svcrdrup calculation.

The four most sigmiificant modes of NRL sea level account for 78% of the total

\arimnice. This is 20% more than the variance accounted for by the first four modes

of Geosat sea level (58%) and 16% less than tire variance explained by the first four

modes of Sverdrup sea level (94%). Thus, tue NRL sea level variability is more
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complicated in ilature than the Sverdrup sea level variability. This is a result of the

NRL representatioIi of I)ottom topography, stratification, and transient motions riot

descril)ed by the simple quasi-steady Sverdrup theory.

The first four modes of SC Sea level account for 74% of the total variance of

SC Sea level, which is 16% more than the variance explained by the first four modes

of Geosat sea level. Thus, SC is the l)est of the three siirmlated sea level fields in

describillg the observed distribution of sea level variance among the different modes.

This was expected considering that the SC model is the most realistic because it

takes into account bottom topography, stratification, aiid transient motions, and has

higher vertical resolution thami the NRL model. Furthermore, it does iiot require

scalmg downi the topography to keep it confined to the deepest layer as in the NRL

case.

.5.2. Geosat Sea Level

The four most sigiiificant EOFs of Geosat sea level are shown in Fig. 4.2 and

their associated amplitude time Series in Fig.4.3.

The first empirical mode of Geosat sea level (Figs. 4.2a and 4.3a) accounts

for 29% of the total variance (Table 4.1). Its spatial pattern (Fig. 4.2a) shows a

basin-scale nearly meridional oscillation with its axis (zero contour line) mmieamidering

across the South Pacific between 40°S and 50°S. Superimposed on this large-scale

pattern there are smmialler scale spatial structures. The maul deviation from a pure

mnieridional oscillatory pattern is a greater than 100 northward excursion of the axis

at about 1 10°W. The larger amplitudes of the spatial EOF in Fig. 4.2a are observed

in the northeast, iiorth of 40°S and between 140-90°W, and iii a localized region

southeast of New Zealand. North of the zero contour hue sea level increases to a
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FIGURE 4.2. The spatial patterns of the first four EOFs of Geosat sea level vari-

ability in the South Pacific. The functions have beeui normalized SO that their mean

square value over all the grid points is equal to one. Negative contours are indicated

with dashed lines and the contour interval is 0.5.
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maximum around April-May aIi(I decreases to a minimum around July-August. The

opposite happens at higher latitudes. The rrns variability of the first amplitude time

series (Fig. 4.3a) is 2.1 cm (range = -4.4 cm to 3.7 cni). This meridional oscillation

can l)e interpreted as seasonal accelerations arid decelerations of the generally zonal

eastward flow of the South Pacific, as suggested by Chelton et al. (1990).

The second empirical mode of Geosat sea level (Figs. 4.2b arid 4.31)) explains

12% of the total variance (Table 4.1). Its spatial pattern (Fig. 4.2b) looks like

a zoiial oscillation with a highi to the west and a low of larger amplitude to the

east. Compared to the first amplitude time series (Fig. 4.3a) the second (Fig. 3b)

contains more small-scale variability, does riot show a dominant seasonal cycle and

has smaller amplitudes. The rms variability of the second amplitude time series

is 1.3 cm (range = -2.2 cm to 2.9 ciii). Physical interpretation of this and higher

order empirical modes is more difficult because of the orthogonality condition of the

EOFs.

The third empirical mo(le of Geosat sea level (Figs. 4.2c aiid 4.3c) explains

9% of the total variance (Table 4.1). Its spatial pattern (Fig. 4.2c) shows a zonal

oscillation, with two highs to the west and east separated by a low near the center

of the domain. The rms variability of the third aniplitude time series (Fig.4.3c) ) is

1.2 cm (range = -2.9 cm to 1.8 cm).

The fourth empirical modes of Geosat sea level (Figs. 4.2d and 4.3d) exj)lams

8% of the total variance (Table 4.1). Its spatial pattern (Fig. 4.2d) shows a nearly-

meridiollal oscillation with the axis tilting northward from the southeast to the

northwest corners of the (lomairi. The larger amplitudes are in the region southeast

of New Zealand. The fourth aniplitude time series (Fig. 4.3d) particularly during the

first year looks like a semiallilual oscillationi with iriaxinia in February arid August.



The rms variability of the fourth amplitude time series is 1.1 cm (range = -1.9 cm

to 1.7 cm).

.5.3. Wind Stress Gnr1

The spatial patterns of the first four EOFs of the curl are shown ill Fig. 4.4

and their associated time series in Fig. 4.5. The spatial and temporal correlations

between the curl and Geosat EOFs are shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 (columns

labeled Curl).

TABLE 4.2. Spatial sample correlations (±1 standard deviation uncertainties, com-
puted as explained in the text)

EOF Curl Sv. NRL SC

1 0.50+0.08 0.43±0.07 0.62±0.07 0.56+0.09
2 0.32+0.11 0.37±0.08 0.31+0.10 0.52±0.10
3 (-0.09±0.12) (0.09±0.12) (-0.04+0.15) (0.09±0.12)
4 (-0.12±0.11) 0.25+0.10 0.26+0.12 0.26+0.10

TABLE 4.3. Temporal sample correlations (+1 standard deviation uncertainties,
computed as explained in the text)

EOF Curl Sv. NRL SC
1 0.56+0.13 0.73+0.10 0.71+0.13 0.89±0.04
2 0.56±0.18 (0.34+0.22) 0.65±0.11 0.65+0.13
3 (0.23+0.24) 0.44+0.18 (0.11+0.22) 0.43+0.20
4 (0.19+0.21) 0.56+0.15 (0.28+0.21) 0.43+0.14

The first mode of the curl (Figs. 4.4a and 4.5a) accounts for 27% of the total

variance (Table 4.1) and resembles the meridional seasonal oscillation described by
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FIGURE 4.5. Same as Fig. 4.3 but for wind stress curl in iO dyn/crn3.



the first mode of Geosat sea level in Figs. 4.2a and 4.3a. The spatial and temporal

correlations (+1 standard deviation calculated following Effron 1979) between the

first mode of Geosat and curl are 0.50+0.08 arid 0.56+0.13. Because the 99.7%

confidence interval on the sample correlation is approximately three times the stan-

dard deviation, the spatial and temporal sample correlations of the first mode are

statistically significant with greater than 99.7% confidence. These high correlations

suggest that the first mode of Geosat sea level may be interpreted as a basin-scale

seasonal response to wind forcing. However, significant correlation alone is not suf-

ficient to imply causality. The correlation between sea level and curl ought to be

supported by the analysis of sea level from the theory and the wind-driven models.

Despite the significant correlation between the first modes of curl and Geosat,

there are noticeable differences in the spatial patterns and in the amplitude time

series. The spatial pattern of curl (Fig. 4.4a) has larger amplitudes in the southwest

(absolute values greater than 2) rather that in the northeast, there is not a northward

displacement in the zero contour line at 110°W, arid there is not a localized maximum

southeast of New Zealand. Regarding the differences in the amplitude time series,

the curl (Fig. 4.5a) is more noisy than Geosat (Fig. 4.3a).

The second mode of wind stress curl (Figs. 4.4b arid 4.5b) accounts for 16%

of the total variance (Table 4.1). The spatial and temporal correlations between

the second EOF of curl and Geosat are 0.32+0.11 and 0.56+0.18. Some suggestion

of a wind-driven sea level response for the second Geosat mode can also be made

because both of these correlations are significant at the 95.5% level. However, only

the temporal correlation is significant at the 99.7% level.

The third (Figs. 4.4c and 4.5c) and fourth (Figs. 4.4d and 4.5d) modes of

rjnd stress curl account for 10% and 8% of the total variance (Table 4.1). Neither

the spatial pattern nor' the time series of these modes compare well with their pairs
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for Geosat sea level. The spatial and temporal correlations of the third mode of

the curl with the third mode of Geosat are -0.09±0.12 arid 0.23±0.24. The spatial

and temporal correlations of the fourth mode of the curl with the fourth mode of

Geosat are -0.12 ±0.11 arid 0.19±0.21. Thus, these correlations are not significant

with 95.5% confidence.

4. 5. . Sverdrup Sea Level

The four most significant EOFs of Sverdrup sea level are shown in Fig. 4.6

and their associated time series in Fig. 4.7. For comparison, the corresponding

Geosat amplitude time series arc also shown in Fig. 4.7 (dashed lines). The spatial

and temporal correlations between the Sverdrup arid Geosat EOFs arc shown in

Table 4.2 arid Table 4.3 (columns labeled Sverdrup).

The first mode of Sverdrup sea level (Figs. 4.6a and 4.7a) accounts for 63%

of the variance (Table 4.1). It shows a meridional seasonal oscillation similar to the

first modes of Geosat sea level (Figs. 2a and 3a) and wind stress curl (Figs. 4.4a

and 4.5a). The spatial and temporal correlations with the first mniode of Geosat sea

level are 0.43±0.07 and 0.73±0.10. These correlations are significant with greater

than 99.7% confidence suggesting an interpretation of the first mode of Geosat sea

level as a simple Sverdrup response. However, unlike Geosat, the Sverdrup space

J)attern is much smoother, has amplitudes that increase linearly from east to west,

arid is unable to describe the northward deviation of the zero contour hue at 11 0°W.

Furthermore, the sea level amplitudes of the first Sverdrup amplitude time series

(Fig. 4.7a, solid himie) are too large compared to Geosat (Fig. 4.7a, (lashed line).

The rmns variability of the Sverdrup armiplitude time series is 3.3 cnn (range =

5.6 cm to 5.3 cm) which is about 57% larger than the rms variability of Geosat.
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FIC. 7
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FIGURE 4.7. The amplitude time series of the first four empirical orthogonal func-
tions (EOFs) of Sverdrup sea level variability in centimeters (solid lines). For corn-
parisorl, the first four amplitude time series of Geosat sea level shown in Fig. 3 are
superimposed as (lashed lines.
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We note that in the Seasat study (Mestas-Nuñez et al. 1992) the amplitude of

the sea level estimates were about three times larger than those actually observed.

This discrej)ancy may I)e slightly overestimated because the Seasat stresses should

have heel increased by about 7% to account for scatterometer sampling errors as

suggested by Mestas-Nuñez et al. (1994).

The second mode of Sverdrup sea level (Figs. 4.6b arid 4.7b) accounts for 19%

of the total variance (Table 4.1). The spatial and temporal correlations between the

second mode of Sverdrup and Geosat sea level are 0.37±0.08 and 0.34±0.22. Thus,

only the spatial correlation is significant at the 95.5% level. The rms variability of

the Sverdrup second amplitude time series (Fig. 4.7b, solid line) is 1.8 cm (range

= -3.3 to 4.3 cm) which is about 38% larger than the rrns variability of Geosat

(Fig. 4.7h, dashed line).

The third (Figs. 4.6c and 4.7c) and fourth (Figs. 4.6d arid 4.7(1) modes of

Sverdrup sea level, each accounts for the same fraction (6%) of total variance (Table

4.1). Their correlation with Geosat is somewhat better in time than in space. The

spatial correlations of the third and fourth mode are 0.09±0.12 and 0.25±0.10. Thus,

the spatial correlation of only the fourth mode is significant at the 95.5% level hut

neither of them are significant at the 99.7% level. The temporal correlations of the

third and fourth mode are 0.44±0.18 arid 0.56+0.15. Both of them are significant

at the 95.5% level but only the fourth mode is significant at the 99.7% level.

.5.5. NRL Sea Level

The four most significant EOFs of NRL sea level are shown in Fig. 4.8 and

their associated time series in Fig. 4.9 (solid lines). For comparison, the correspond-

ing Geosat amplitude time series are also shown in Fig. 4.9 (dashed lines). The
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spatial and temporal correlations between the NRL arid Geosat EOFs are shown in

Table 4.2 arid Table 4.3 (columns labeled NRL).

The first mode of NRL sea level (Figs. 4.8a and 4.9a) accounts for 43% of

the total variance (Table 4.1). Its shows a meridional seasonal oscillation similar to

the observed in Geosat sea level (Figs. 4.2a arid 4.3a), wind stress curl (Figs. 4.4a

and 4.5a), arid Svcrdrup sea level (Figs. 4.6a arid 4.7a). The spatial and temporal

correlations with the first mode of Geosat sea level are 0.62±0.07 (Table 4.2) arid

0.71±0.13 (Table 4.3). As in the comparison with the first mode of the Sverdrup

theory, these correlations are significant with greater than 99.7% confidence, sup-

porting the interpretation of the first mode of Geosat as wind driven. However, the

location of the axis of meridional variability of the first Geosat mode is described

better by NRL than by Sverdrup. The northward excursion of the zero contour

line at 1 10°W (Fig. 4.8a) brakes the sinniple zonial structure of the Sverdrup pattern

(Fig. 4.6a) iii two, although the tendency for amplitudes to increase from east to

west is still present and is more noticeable in the western region.

The amplitude of the first amplitude time series of Geosat sea level is also

described better by the NRL model than by the Sverdrup theory. The rms variability

of the first amplitude time series of NRL sea level (Fig. 4.9a, solid line) is 2.2 cm

(range = -6.3 cnn to 2.8 cnn) which is only 5% larger than the rrns variability of

Geosat (Fig. 4.9a, (lashed line). We recall that tire standard deviation of the first

amplitude time series prcdicte(l by the Sverdrup theory was 57% larger than the

observed by Geosat. Although the Sverdrup theory and the NRL model have l)een

forced withi winds based on ECMWF analyses, the techniques used to calculate

the stress are different (see section 2). Thus, some of the differences in amplitude

between Sverdrup and NRL sea level may be due to systematic differences iii the

WiIi(l forcing.
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FIG. 8
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FIGURE 4.8. Same as Fig. 4.2 hut for sea level from the NRL model.
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FIGURE 4.9. Same as Fig. 4.7 1)ut for NRL sea level.
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The second mode of NRL sea level (Figs. 4.8b and 4.9b) accounts for 14% of

the total variance (Table 4.1). The spatial and temporal correlations between the

second mode of NRL and Geosat sea level are 0.31±0.10 (Table 4.2) and 0.65±0.11

(Table 4.3). Thus, both correlations are significant at the 99.7% level. The second

NRL spatial pattern (Fig. 4.8b) is similar to the second spatial pattern of Geosat

sea level (Fig. 4.2b). The rms variability of the second NRL amplitude time series

(Fig. 4.9b, solid bile) is 1.3 cm (range = -1.5 to 2.6 cm) which is equal to the rrns

\rarjabjljt,v of the second Geosat time series (Fig. 4.9b, dashed line).

The third (Figs. 4.8c and 4.9c) and fourth (Figs. 4.8d and 4.9d) modes of

NRL sea level account for 13% afl(l 8% of the total variance (Table 4.1). Their

spatial correlations with Geosat sea level are -0.04±0.15 and 0.26±0.12 (Table 4.2).

Thus, the spatial correlation of only the fourth mode is significant at the 95.5% level

but neither of them are significant at the 99.7% level. The temporal correlations

of the third and fourth mode are 0.11±0.22 and 0.28±0.21 and none of them are

significant at the 95.5% level (Table 4.3).

.5.6. Sc Sea Level

The four niost significant EOFs of SC sea level are shown in Fig. 4.10 and

their associated time series in Fig. 4.11 (solid lines). For comparison, the corre-

sponding Geosat amplitude time series are also shown in Fig. 4.11 ((lashed lines).

The spatial and temporal correlations between the SC and Geosat EOFs are shown

in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 (columns labeled SC).

The first mode of SC sea level (Fig. 4.lOa arid 4.11a) accounts for 25% of the

variance (Table 4.1). Its spatial pattern (Fig. 4.lOa) shows a meridional seasonal

oscillation similar to the observed in the first mode of all the other fields (Figs. 4.2a
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FIG. 10
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FIGURE 4.10. Same as Fig. 4.2 but for sea level from the SC model.
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FIGURE 4.11. Same as Fig. 4.7 but for SC sea level.
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and 4.3a to Figs. 4.8a and 4.9a) The spatial and temporal correlations with the

first mode of Geosat are 0.56±0.09 (Table 4.2) and 0.89±0.04 (Table 4.3). Thus,

these correlations are significant with greater than 99.7% confidence, as found in

the analysis of the curl amid the other simulated sea level fields. As noted in section

2.4, the SC model includes seasonal thermal forcing at the surface iii our region

of interest. However, the meridional spatial scales of the first SC spatial pattern

compare well with the scales of the wind forcing, which are much smaller than the

meridional scales (hemispheric) of the heating-cooling forcing pattern. Thus, the SC

model also supports the interpretation of the first EOF of Geosat as a wind-driven

response.

Similar to NRL, the SC first spatial pattern also shows the northward dis-

placemeilt of the zero contour line at 110°W which was observed by Geosat hut not

described by the Sverdrup theory. Unlike Sverdrup and NRL but similar to Geosat,

the larger amplitudes of the SC first spatial pattern are in the northeast (east of

140°W and north of 40°S) aiid in the region southeast of New Zealand. Therefore,

although the spatial correlations of the SC amid NRL first mode with Geosat arc riot

significantly different, the SC spatial pattern appears more consistent with Geosat.

The rms variability of the first SC amplitude time series (Fig. 4.11a, solid

line) is 1.7 cm (range = -3.4 cm to 1.8 cm) which is 19% smaller than the observed

by Geosat (Fig. 4.11a, (lashed line). Thus, SC does better than Sverdrup but riot

as good as NRL in estimating the rms varial)ility of the first amplitude time series

of Geosat. However, as in the NRL case, some of the differences between the SC

and Sverdrup amplitudes could be the result of systematic differences iii the wind

stresses (see section 2). The technique used to derive the SC stresses based on the

Treniberth ct al. (1990) approach, give winds that are too strong by about 50%

when ECMWF analyses for the 1980-1986 period are used (Mestas-Nuflez et al.
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1994). However, the accuracy of the ECMWF stresses for the Geosat period have

not been deterrriined.

The second mode of SC sea level (Figs. 4.10b arid 4.11b) accounts for 24% of

the total variance (Table 4.1). The spatial and temporal correlatioiis between the

second mode of SC and Geosat sea level are 0.52±0.10 (Table 4.2) arid 0.65±0.13

(Table 4.3). Thus, both of these correlations are significant with greater than 99.7%

confidence. The second SC spatial pattern (Fig. 4.101)) 5 similar to the second

spatial pattern of Geosat sea level (Fig. 4.2b). However, the region of high amplitude

in the second spatial pattern located in the western basin is more localized iii SC

than in Geosat. Time rms variability of the second amplitude time series of SC sea

level is 1.7 cm (range = -2.8 to 2.7 ciii) which is about 31% larger than time rms

variability of the second aIflI)litlide time series of Geosat.

The third (Figs. 4.lOc and 4.11c) and fourth (Figs. 4.lOd and 4.11d) modes

of SC sea level account for 16% and 9% of the total variance (Table 4.1). Their

spatial correlations with Geosat sea level are 0.09±0.12 arid 0.26±0.10. Thus, the

spatial correlation of oniy the fourth mode is significant with 95.5% confidence but

neither of them are significant at the 99.7% level. Their temporal correlations with

Geosat sea level are 0.43+0.20 and 0.43+0.14. Thus, both temporal correlations are

significant with 95.5% confidence but the temporal correlation of only the fourth

mo(le is significant with 99.7% confidence. We conclude that the third and fourth

modes of SC sea level are better correlated in time than in space with the third arid

fourth modes of Geosat sea level.
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4.6. Discussion

\'Ve have performed an EOF analysis of Geosat sea level observations,

ECMWF wind stress curl, and sea level from Sverdrup theory and two models

(NRL, and SC) for the period December 1986 to October 1988 in the South Pacific.

It was shown that Geosat sea level and wind stress curl present similar distributions

of variance with EOF mode number (Fig. 4.1). In both fields the variance was spread

over a large number of modes, illustrating the complicated nature of sea level arid

curl variability at mid latitudes in the South Pacific. These results are consistent

with EOF analysis of sea level in the Southern Ocean (Chelton ct al. 1990) and

of wind stress curl in the North Atlantic (Barnier 1986; Ehret and O'Brien 1989).

Among the simulated sea level fields consi(Iered in this study, Sverdrup produced

time distribution of variance that differed the most, and SC the distribution that

was closest to the distribution of Geosat. These results are encouraging because

the sea level simulations are organized in a sequence of increasing realism. While

the theory arid the models are wind driven, the Sverdrup theory assumes barotropic

flow with fiat bottom and does not contemplate transient motions. The NRL model

has stratification with topography and allows transient motions associated with the

barotropic as well as the first 5 baroclinic modes. Finally, the SC model adds strat-

ification with greater vertical resolution and thermal forcing. Neither the theory

nor the mxiodels, however, produced a distribution of variance that compared well

with Geosat, illustrating the shortcomings of theory amid models in describing the

observed variance spectrum of sea level variability.

For modes higher than the first, sonic correlation between Geosat sea level

amid the other variables Stu(Iie(l here was found, with temporal correlations generally

larger than spatial correlations. Only for the first mode were both the temnporal arid
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spatial correlations between Geosat and the other fields significant with greater than

99.7% confidence. Considering that modes higher than the first are affected by the

orthogonality conditions, we concentrate our discussion on the first mode and discuss

the implications of the high correlations.

The empirical correlation between the basin-scale seasonal oscillation, cap-

hired by the first EOF of Geosat sea level arid the first EOF of wind stress curl,

may indicate that this mode is a wind-driven response. However, there is no theo-

retical basis for this interpretation. In the toj)ographic Sverdrup balance proposed

by Gill arid Niiler (1973), a correlation between the curl and the gradient of sea level

along f/H contours is expected. However, as rioted earlier the topograpluc Sverdrup

balance is riot appropriate in the South Pacific because of the closed f/H contours.

On the other hand, the simple fiat-bottom barotropic Sverdrup balance discussed

l)y Mestas-Nuflez ct al. (1992) predicts correlation between the curl and the zonal

gradient of sea level. However, since the dominant pattern of the curl variability

is zonally coherent (Fig. 4.4a) a correlation between the first modes of Geosat arid

flat-bottom Sverdrup Sea level should also be expected.

The correlation between the first model of Geosat and Sverdrup sea level

suggests the validity of simple Sverdriip dynamics. However, the Sverdrup theory

does riot reproduces the northward shift of the zero contour line at 1 10°W arid

the smaller scale structure present in the first mode of Geosat (Fig. 4.2a). This

structure is better described by the first spatial pattern of NRL (Fig. 4.8a) arid SC

(Fig. 4.lOa) nniodels. However, the sc model describes better the spatial distribution

of amplitudes of the first Geosat spatial pattern than the NRL mmmdcl. A map of

bottoiri topography in Fig. 4.12 shows that the location of the northward shift of the

zero contour line in the first spatial patterns coincides with the location of the East

Pacific Rise with depths smaller than 3000m. Thus, the absence of this structure in
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FIG. 12
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FIGURE 4.12. Topography of the ocean bottom in the South Pacific in kilometers.
Depths shallower than 2 km are not shown and the contour interval is 0.5 km.

the first mode of Sverdrup sea level may be a result of neglecting bottom topography

in the Sverdrup theory. We have also looked at data from a reduced gravity version

of the NRL model and found that the first four EOFs compared poorly with Geosat.

Therefore we reported only the results for the finite depth case. It appears then that

the oscillation shown by the first empirical mode of Geosat sea level is dominated

by the harotropic vertical mode and the change in orientation of its axis related to

bottom topography.

Regarding the amplitude time series of the first mode, the Sverdrup theory

and the NRL model showed higher rms variability than Geosat. The first SC time

series compared remarkably well with the first Geosat time series but the rms van-

ability was slightly smaller than the observed. We recall that the SC model has
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been forced with the strongest wind stress. While the Sverdrup theory wind stress

was adjusted for differences between ECMWF 1000 ixib and 10 m winds that riray

result in monthly stresses about 45% too strong (Mestas-Nuñez et al. 1994), the

NRL and SC wind stress forcings were not. The NRL wind forcing is weaker than

the SC wind forcing because of the replacement of the ECMWF temporal mean

with the Hellerinan and Rosenstein mean, which is about 10% (instead of 45%) too

strong (Mestas-Nuñez et al. 1994). That the rms variability of the first SC mode

is smaller than Geosat, even though the SC mo(lel uses wind forcing that is too

strong, may be an indication that the SC model is too dissipative. Recent compar-

isons with ol)servatiolls have shown that an earlier version of the SC model (Semtner

arid Chervin 1992) underestimates eddy kinetic energy by typically a factor of four

over the Southern Ocean (Wilkin and Morrow 1994). This was interpreted as mainly

inadequate horizontal model resolution, however, it may be another indication that

the niodel dissipation is too high.

The correlation between the first EOF of Geosat and curl could be inter-

preted as the result of errors in the inverse barometer correction in the altimetric

observations. However, the fact that the first mode can be reproduced by the two

numerical models which do not include pressure forcing indicates that this is not

the case. The correlations with the NRL and SC models suggest that the first EOF

of Geosat sea level is a wind-driven response. We noted that the SC model is also

driven by seasonal surface heating. It appears then that the SC first EOF at these

latitudes in the South Pacific is riot representating a thermal response.

Ill conclusion, the analysis suggests that the large-scale zonally coherent

Geosat sea level variability, captured by the first EOF, may be interpreted as a

response of the South Pacific to seasonal changes in the wind forcing. The domi-

nant physical mechanisms appear to be a barotropic response of a stratified ocean
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over topography. Seasonal thermal heating and cooling does not seem to be a major

component of the response, aJ)parently because the orbital removal applied to the

Geosat (lata may have remnOve(I most of this signal .At present, high quality sea level

ol)servations from the TOPEX/POSEIDON altimeter are becoming available. Tine

results of the Geosat study can be checked with the TOPEX/POSEIDON (lata.
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5.1. Abstract

The large-scale, wind-forced circulation in the North Pacific during the period

October 1992-June 1994 is investigated from simple fiat-bottom, time-dependent

Sverdrup theory. The results are compared with the vertically integrated transport

streamfunction of the global ocean general circulation model developed by the Paral-

id Ocean Program (POP) of the Los Alamos National Laboratory and with sea level

observations from the TOPEX/POSEIDON (TP) altimeter. Despite the simplicity

of the Sverdrup theory, it yields large-scale low-frequency transport variations very

similar to the POP model. Both theory and model predict maximum flow of the

Oyashio, Kuroshio (including their recirculations) and Kuroshio Extension in the

winter and minimum flow in the summer/fall. The correlations between the two

estimates of the transport variations are between 0.8-0.9, indicating that simple

Sverdrup dynamics account for 65-80% of the low-frequency transport variability

of tire POP model in the western North Pacific. The sea level differences across

the Kuroshio and Kuroshio Extension predicted from the Sverdrup theory assuming

geostroj)hic and barotropic flow compare favorably with sea level differences oh-

served by the TP altimeter. The correlation between Sverdrup arid TP sea level

variations are between 0.5-0.9, indicating that time-dependent Sverdrup dynamics

account for about 25-80% of the observed low-frequency variability.
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5.2. Introduction

The mean circulation in the upper layers of Northern Hemisphere extratrop-

ical oceans consists of (lolible-gyre systems with an anticyclonic subtropical gyre

south of about 35°N and a cyclonic subpolar gyre to the north. This structure is

mainly the result of the large-scale wind forcing. The simplest dynamical explana-

tion for these features is that they exist because of the Sverdrup balance between the

input of vorticity from the surface wind stress curl and the advection of planetary

vorticity in the water columnmi (the beta term in the vorticity equation) (Sverdrup

1947). This balance can be described in terms of potential vorticity or f/H con-

servation of the large-scale flow, where f is the coriolis parameter and H the mean

depth of the ocean. In the subtropics, the mean wind stress curl forcing is negative

(Fig. 5.1) which induces a negative vertical velocity at the bottom of the Ekmnan

layer. This downward flow squashes the underlying water columns and, in order to

conserve potential vorticity, water columns are forced to move southward (Fig. 5.2).

The opposite occurs at higher latitudes where the mean wind stress curl is positive,

which forces a northward Sverdrup transport of water columns across the interior

basin. The interior Sverdrup transports are balanced by narrow western boundary

currents in order to conserve mass and close the circulation gyres (Stomnmel 1948;

Munk 1950).

In the subtropical North Pacific, the Sverdrup balance for the mean flow

has been shown to hold by comparison with geostrophic transport calculations from

a basin-wide hydrographic section along 24°N (Hautala et al. 1994). In contrast,

the observed geostrophic transport along 24°N in the subtropical North Atlantic

agrees with the prediction of the Sverdrup balance only cast of 55-60°W (Schmitz

ct al. 1992). Hautala et al. gave several reasons to expect the Pacific to be more
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FIGURE 5.1. Mean wind stress curl (10 dyn/cm3) in the North Pacific calculated
from ECMWF winds for the period October 1992June 1994.
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FIGURE 5.2. Mean Sverdrup volume transport streamfunction (Sv, 1 Sv1O6 m3
s') in the North Pacific, calculated from the ECMWF wind stress curl field shown
in Fig. 5.1.
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Sverdrupian than the Atlantic. First, the Pacific is deeper and wider, with a large

abyssal plain far away from the effects of the western boundary. Second, unlike

the Atlantic where significant vertical shear can he found at all depths, in most

of the Pacific there is a depth range (1000-3000 m) where the shear is very weak.

This suggests that the wind-driven flow is isolated from the topography and reduces

the uncertainty associated with selecting the reference level for the relative velocity

calculation. Thirdly, the recirculation flow in the upper layers forced by the deep

thermohaliiie component of the circulation is a larger fraction of the total flow in

the Atlantic than in the Pacific.

The locations where the western boundary currents leave the coast are re-

ferred to as the separation points and the location where the two western boundary

current extensions meet is referred to as the confluence point. This confluence point

is located at a small distance eastward from the western boundary. If zonal varia-

tions of the wind stress were small and the ocean was purely linear, the confluence

point and the boundary between the subtropical and subpolar gyres would lie along

the latitude of the zero wind stress curl. However, zonal variations of the wind stress

and nonlinear effects, given by the inertial terms in the vorticity equation, allow the

boundary currents to overshoot the zero wind stress curl line, intensification of the

zonal flow between the two gyres (the eastward jet), and secondary recirculations.

In the North Pacific, the interior southward flow of the subtropical gyre is

compensated by the northward flow of the Kuroshio and the interior northward

flow of the siibpolar gyre is compensated by the southward flow of the Oyashio

(Stommel and Yoshida 1972). The observed mean transport of the Kuroshio in the

upper 1000 m, based on two years of hydrographic data referenced to current meter

observations, is 56 Sv (1 Sv106 m3 s') (Imawaki, personal communication, 1996)

which compares well with the 40-60 Sv Sverdrup transports calculated from different
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wind sources (e.g. Fig. 5.2, see also Table 1 of Hautala et al. 1994). The observed

mean transport of the Oyashio is 22 Sv (as reported by Tomczak and Godfrey 1994)

which can be compared to the 20 Sv from the Sverdrup calculation in Fig. 5.2.

The separation point of the Kuroshio and the eastward jet known as the

Kuroshio Extension (Kawai 1972, see Fig. 5.3) are located along approximately 35°N,

which is somewhat north of the zero mean curl in Fig. 5.1. The mean geostrophic

transport from three deep hydrographic sections along 152°E across the Kuroshio

Extension (29-41°N) is 57 Sv (Niiler et al. 1985). Because of flow instabilities of the

eastward jet, the region of the Kuroshio Extension is dominated by eddies and me-

anders (see the insert in Fig. 5.3) and it stands out as a maximum in eddy variability

in maps of the standard deviation of sea level observations from satellite altimetry

(Zlotnicki 1991) (see also Fig. 5.9 below). The separation point of the southward

flowing Oyashio current is located somewhat north of the Kuroshio Extension region

at about 39-40°N (Sekine 1988).

The spin up of the mean wind-driven circulation described above is es-

tablished by harotropic and baroclinic Rossby waves (e.g. Anderson and Kill-

worth 1977). Topography causes interaction between the modes which results in

a harotropic adjustment that occurs on two time scales. First, there is a fast adjust-

ment (days) by barotropic Rossby waves to a topographic Sverdrup balance. Second,

there is a slow adjustment (years) to a flat bottom Sverdrup balance in the wake of

propagating baroclinic Rossby waves. For intermediate time scales, such as 1 year,

the barotropic response dominates but the effects of the baroclinic adjustment and

the role of topography are difficult to quantify.

In the North Atlantic, the validity of the flat-bottoni, time-dependent Sver-

drup balance on seasonal time scales has been questioned by several authors. Niiler

and Richardson (1973) noted that the observed flow through the Florida Straits is
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out of phase with the variations predicted by flat-bottom Sverdrup theory. Ander-

son and Corry (1985a, b) pointed out the importance of bottom topography and

showed that the time-varying flow through the Florida Straits is well represented by

a 2-layer linear model driven by realistic wind forcing. They also showed that the

variability is primarily barotropic since most of the model transport variatiolls can

be reproduced by a homogeneous version of the model.

In the North Pacific, the sea level difference across the Tokara Strait (Fig. 5.3)

has been used to infer transport variations in the inflow region of the Kuroshio

(Blaha and Reed 1982). The temporal variability of these sea level differences and

of the geostrophic volume transport of the Kuroshio south of Japan (Taft 1972;

Sekine and Kutsuwada 1994) show a large seasonal signal with a maximum in the

summer arid a minimum in the fall. This is about 6 months out of phase with the

seasonal variations of the Sverdrup transport, which peak in winter at those lati-

tudes. From harotropic simulations forced with Hellerman arid Rosenstein (1983)

seasonal anomalies from the annual mean winds, Greatbach and Gouldirig (1989,

1990) concluded that topography is crucial in determining the phase of the trans-

port through the Tokara strait, analogous to the Anderson and Corry (1985 a,h)

results for the North Atlantic. However, Greatbatch and Goulding estimates of the

transport through the Tokara Strait are too small by a factor of at least two.

Sekine and Kutsuwada (1994) pointed out that the Greatbach and Gould-

ing (1989, 1990) conclusion may change if the effects of mean flow and baroclinic

adjustment are taken into account. Using a two-layer model of the North Pacific

forced with seasonal observed winds compiled by Kutsuwada and Teramnoto (1987),

Sekine and Kutsuwada showed that simulations with flat or realistic bottom topog-

raphy give Kuroshio transport variations nearly in phase with the Sverdrup flow.

The main effect of including bottom topography in their model was to decrease the
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amplitude of the transport variations by about 75%. Another finding was that the

vertical difference of the horizontal velocities in each layer has the same phase as the

observed geostrophic volume transport. That the model vertical shear agreed with

the hydrographic observations but the niodel transport did not suggested that the

reference velocity of the geostrophic velocities may not have been well estimated. To

rationalize the phase difference between modeled and observed transport variations,

Sekine and Kutsuwada proposed the existence of a barotropic flow during winter

along the shelf break east of the Nansei Islands, located south of the Tokara Strait

(see Fig. 5.3), which is blocked by topography and does riot flow through the Tokara

Strait.

Away from the western boundary of the North Pacific, the Greatbatch arid

Goulding (1989) topographic and flat-bottom simulations gave very similar trans-

port variations, with the flat-bottom model (4000 m deep) giving amplitudes slightly

larger. Greatbatch and Goulding considered this result to be related to the nearly-

zonal structure of the f/H contours in the North Pacific (see Fig. 5.4, top panel). In

tile Sekine and Kutsuwada (1994) study the topographic and the flat-bottom sirnu-

lations also gave similar transport variatioiis in the interior. However, the amplitude

in the Sekine amid Kutsuwada topographic simulation was much smaller than in the

flat-bottom (4500 in deep) case. In both the Greatbatch and Goulding amid the

Sekinc and Kutsuwada studies the transport variations in the subtropical interior

were in phase with the tune-dependent Sverdrup theory, with larger transports in

the winter and smaller subtropical transports in the fall.

In conitrast to the flat-bottom, time-dependent Sverdrup balance discussed

above, Kobliiisky et al. (1989) tested a topographic Sverdrup balance (e.g. Pedlosky

1979) in the 10-100 day band, in an attempt to explain observed (leeJ) mesoscale

current fluctuations ill the North Pacific. This balance was found to apply only in
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localized regions. However, the topographic Sverdrup balance has l)een questioned

by Cummings (1991) who showed from numerical experiments that, even for periods

loiiger than 100 (lays, the local balance is dominated by wavelike motions. In the

Cummings (1991) experiments, the topograpluc Sverdrup balance emerges oniy after

taking spatial averages of the vorticity e(luation. For 4° by 4° boxes, the balance

holds for periods longer thaii 40 clays and this cutoff period increases when smaller

areas are considered. Recently, Fu and Davison (1995) used TOPEX/POSEIDON

data to test the area-averaged vorticity equation globally in the 30-360 day band.

Usinig 10° by 10° boxes, En and Davison coniclude that a topographic Sverdrup

balance is valid only in the northeast awl southeast Pacific.

In an earlier South Pacific study, Mestas-Nuñez et al. (1992) integrated both

the topographic and the flat-bottom Sverdrup equations. They showed that the

fiat-bottom Sverdrup balance was consistent with Seasat wind and Sea level changes

over a 3-month period but the topographic Sverdrup balance was not. Similar to the

advantages of the North Pacific relative to the North Atlantic for testing Sverdrup

balance of the mniean flow as discusse(l previously, there are several reasons why the

North Pacific is more suitable than the South Pacific for testing time-dependent

Sverdrup (lyIiaIfliCS. First, the North Pacific is deeper with more zorially oriented

f/H contours than the South Pacific (Fig. 5.4). In particular, there is a large

region of the South Pacific iiear the East Pacific Rise where the f/H contours are

closed. There, the topographic Sverdrup l)alance becomes inappropriate and the

flat-bottom approximation is difficult to justify. Second, the western boundary arid

associated return flows of the subtropical and subpolar North Pacific are better

defined, allowing indirect tests of the interior Sverdrup flow. This is contrary to the

South Pacific where, at high latitudes, two boundary currents are possible, one east

of Australia and another east of New Zealand. Finally, in the North Pacific there
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is a well defined subpolar gyre where Sverdrup dynamics are more likely to apply

than at high latitudes in the South Pacific near the energetic, nearly-zonal flow of

the Antarctic Circumpolar Current.

The goal of this study is to investigate fiat-bottom, time-dependent Sverdrup

dynamics in the western North Pacific on seasonal time scales and large spatial

scales. The volume transport variability of the Oyashio/Kuroshio current system is

estimated from simple Sverdrup theory and compared to the results of a state-of-the-

art global ocean circulation model developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory

by the Parallel Ocean Program (referred to hereafter as POP model; Dukowicz and

Smith 1994). The sea level changes estimated from the Sverdrup theory are com-

pared to high quality TOPEX/POSEIDON (hereafter TP) sea level observations.

The comparison fields and procedures are described in section 5.3. The results of

the Sverdrup theory are presented and (lescribed in section 5.4 and compared to the

POP model in section 5.5. Sea level variability estimated from the Sverdrup theory

is then compared to the variability observed by the TP altimeter in section 5.6. A

summary of the results and a discussion are given in section 5.7

5.3. Comparison Fields

5.3.1. Sverdrnp Streamfunction

The wind forcing used with the Sverdrup theory was based on 10-day vector-

average wind stresses calculated from 10-m ECMWF winds using the drag coefficient

of Large and Pond (1982). The record length used in this study is October 1992 to

June 1994, which coincides with the first 20 months of the TP mission. The wind

stress data were smoothed in time with a 1-d bess smoother (see Chelton et al.

1990b) with 60-day half span, analogous to 36 day averages, and in space with the
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same bell-shaped low-pass filter used by Chelton et al. (1990a), which is analogous

to 50 latitude by 16° longitude averages.

The 10-day wifl(I stress maps were interpolated onto a 2° by 2° grid using

cubic spline interpolation. The wind stress curl was computed using centered first

differences in spherical coordinates. The Sverdrup streamfunction was derived by

westward integration of the wind stress curl along lines of constant latitude from

the coast of North America where the streamfunction was set to zero. The tem-

poral mean Sverdrup streamfunction shown ill Fig. 5.2 was removed from the time

series at every grid point in order to investigate time-dependent Sverdrup transport

variations.

5.3.2. POP Model Streamfunction

The POP model is a surface pressure formulation of the Bryan-Cox-Semtner

global model that has been further improved by replacing the rigid-lid approxima-

tion with a free sea surface (Dukowicz and Smith 1994). The model equations are

integrated on a Mercator grid with a average resolution of 1/5°. The actual resolu-

tion of the niodel is 31.25 km at the Equator and 6.5 km at ±78° latitude, with 1280

longitude points and 896 latitude points. Surface heat and salt fluxes were simulated

by restoring to Levitus seasonal climatology with 1-month time scale in the upper

level. Deep thermohaline forcing was allowed at high latitudes (70°N-78°N and

70°S-78°S) and in a 50 by 5° box around Gibraltar by restoring to Levitus climatol-

ogy in the upper 2000 m with a 3-year time scale. Surface momentum fluxes were

obtained from wind stress data calculated from ECMWF winds using the Large amid

Pond (1982) formulation. The wind stress record begins in 1985, with the period
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1985-89 based on 1000 nib as in Trenberth et al. (1989) and after that on actual 10

in winds as suggested by Mestas-Nuñez et al. (1994).

The POP model was initialized using snapshots of temperature arid salinity

fields of the Semtner and Chervin 1/4° simulation interpolated to the 1/5°-average

Mercator grid. From this initial state, the model was run for 8 years with wind

forcing for the period January 1985January 1993. The winds for 1985 were used

twice to allow for some adjustment. From the final state of the first run (and because

of an error in the implementation of the deep restoring boundary conditions around

Gibraltar), a second run was performed with winds for the period January 1985

June of 1993. Finally, from the final state of the secoild run a third simulation was

performed using 3-clay (rather than monthly) averaged winds for the period January

1985October 1994, with the winds for 1985 used twice. This is the model output

analyzed in this study.

The barotropic streamfunction /bi analyzed in this study was derived diag-

iiostically from the POP model's barotropic (vertically averaged) velocity ubt fields,

which were archived every three days for the 20-month Topex period. The stream-

function was calculated by solving the Poisson equation

= V. (k x Hubt)

with ?/'bt = 0 at the boundaries. Here, k is a unit vector in the vertical direction, H

is the ocean depth and Hubt is the vertically integrated velocity. A more detailed

description of the streamfunction calculation is given in Appendix F of Dukowicz

and Smith (1994).

For the purposes of this study, the high-resolution streamfunction field was

interpolated onto a 1° by 1° by 10 day grid using trilinear interpolation. Smoothed

estimates of the streamfunction at TP crossover points and repeat cycles were then
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generated with the same low-pass filter used for the TP sea level (see section 5.3.3),

analogous to 3.6° x 24 day averages. The average of the low-passed POP ibt for the

period October 1992August 1994 is shown iii Fig. 5.5. The mean circulation of the

POP model compares well to the mean Sverdrup circulation presented in Fig. 5.2.

This mean was removed from the time series of the low-passed POP barotropic

streamfunctioni fields at every grid point for the analysis of time-dependent transport

variability of interest here.

5.3.3. TP Sea Level

The launch of the TP satellite in August 1992 has provided the first high

quality altimetric observations of sea level from which large-scale, low-frequency

variability of ocean circulation can be investigated quantitatively. Unlike previous

satellite altimeters (e.g. GEOSAT), TP observations have sufficient accuracy to

study the small sea level changes (amplitudes of 1-10 cm) associated with the large-

scale variability of the ocean surface currents. The satellite ground tracks of the TP

altimeter hae a repeat cycle of 9.9 days. Observations from the first 2.5 years of

the mission are analyzed in this study. The data have been corrected for pressure

loading effects and the other standard Geophysical Data Record corrections have

l)een applied.

The sea level data used here have l)een low-pass filtered to remove temporal

arid spatial scales shorter than about 6° and 40 (lays, which are riot adequately

resolved by the irregular samj)ling pattern of the TP satellite (Greenslade arid Chel-

tori 1996). The smoothed estimates were generated globally at every crossover point

amid TP repeat cycle. The detailed procedure consisted of first applying a 1-d bess

smoother in time with a half span of 40 (lays and then a 2-d bess smoother in space
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with half spans of 6° ill both latitude arid longitude. This is analogous to 3.6° x

24 (lay averages. Estimates were constructed at every repeat cycle. The first two

arid last two cycles were iiot analyzed in this study t.o avoid edge problems in the

smoothed time series. Finally, we removed any residual temporal mean from the

tune series.

5.4. Sverdrup Theory Transport Variations

A map of the standard deviation of the Sverdrup streamftmctioii in the North

Pacific is shown Fig. 5.6. The temporal variability of the Sverdrup circulation is

largest at high latitudes with localized maxima occurring at three locations in the

western North Pacific. The primary maximum ( 24-28 Sv) near 45°N is about

5° south of the mean location of the center of the subpolar gyre (see Fig. 5.2).

There is a secondary maximum 20 Sv) just north of the Kuroshiio Extension

region at 38°N. The third maximum (r 16-20 Sv) is near 28°N, which coincides

with the mean location of the center of the subtropical gyre (see Fig. 5.2).

The Svcrdrup streamnfunction fields are used to estimate volume transport

variations of the meridional flow near the North Pacific western boundary and in

the Kuroshio Extension. Fromni the linear barotropic (vertically averaged) continuity

equation with thie rigid-lid approximation, a volume transport streainfunctioni can

1)0 defined as

H'ubf = k X Vv'. (1)

The total volume transport through a surface extending from the sea surface to

the ocean bottom between two arbitrary points is just the difference between the

streamfunction values at the two points. For example, the total meridional transport
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FIGURE 5.6. Standard deviation of the Sverdrup circulation for the North Pacific
in Sv computed from ECMWF winds for the period October 1992June 1994. Also
shown are the box locations for estimating the transport variations of the western
boundary currents and the grid points for the EOF analysis described in the text.
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between points x1 and x2 is

Z2 x2

f Hv111dx f
-dx = (x2)

The transport variations near the western boundary are estimated in(lirectly from

basin-wide streamnfunction differences based on continuity of volume. The mend-

ional transport of the western boundary currents must be equal in magnitude awl

opposite in sign to the total meridional transport across the interior basin.

Examination of Fig. 5.6 suggests that the variability of the Sverdrup circu-

lation has large spatial scales ( 100 ni latitude and l)asin scale in longitude). The

rnieridional scales of Sverdrup transport are (lefilled by the scales of the wind stress

curl. The zonial scales of the streamfunction variability are much larger than the

curl. This is a consequence of the zonal-integral operation performed on the wind

stress curl to calculate the streamfunction, which is an effective low-pass filter. In

contrast, the large-scale variability of the POP streannfunction and TP sea level,

which will be used to evaluate the Sverdrup theory in sections 5.5 and 5.6, has

shorter spatial scales (see Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.13). These shorter spatial scales are

related to processes not described by the simple Sverdrup theory (e.g. topography

and transients such as planetary waves and mesoscale eddies and meanders of the

mean flow). Thus, some additional spatial smoothing of the POP streamfunction

and TP sea level is required. For simplicity, we use box averages and iii order to be

consistent we smooth the Sverdrup streamfunction in the same fashion. The stream-

function was therefore averaged in the 5° latitude by 30° longitude boxes shown in

Fig. 5.6.

An important question is the sensitivity of the estimates of the western

boundary current (WBC) transport variability to our particular choice of box loca-

tions. This was investigated from an Empirical Orthogonal Functiomi (EOF) analysis
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of the Sverdrup streamfunction along the western boundary at the gri(l points shown

in Fig. 5.6. The first and second EOF of the WBC transport variability are shown in

Fig. 5.7 and they account for 55% and 29% of the total WBC variance, respectively.

The dominant mode is a seasonal cycle with maximum iii winter arid minimum in

summer/fall. The amplitude of this mode is largest at approximately the latitudes

of the primary ( 45°N) arid third ( 28°N) maxima in Fig. 5.6 arid near our

WBC boxes. The latitudes of our boxes are thins representative of the latitudes of

maximum WBC variability.

The time series of Sverdrup transport variations for the southward-flowing

Oyashio is shown by the solid line in the top panel of Fig. 5.8. As expected froiri

the EOF analysis, the transport variations of the Oyashio show a dominant seasonal

cycle with ann anriplitude of about 20 Sv. For comparison, tine time series of Svcrdrup

transport variations for the northward-flowing Kuroshio is also shown in the top

panel of Fig. 5.8 ((lashed line). The transport variations of the Kuroshio also show

a donnijuanit seasonal cycle with amplitude similar to, although slightly smaller than,

tine transport variations of the Oyashio. As inferred al)ove from the structure of

the (lominant EOF of WBC trallsport, the seasonal Svcrdrup transport variations

of the two currents are in phase: both currents are strongest in winter arid weakest

in summer/fall.

Based on the coherent transport variations of the Kuroshio and Oyashio

predicted by the Sverdrup theory, we expect large Sverdrup transport variations iii

the Kuroshio Extension. Using a simple conceptual mniodel based on continuity of

volume, the transport variations of the Kuroshio Extension can be inferred from the

sum of the transport variations in the Oyashio and Kuroshio. This index is shown

by the solid line in the hottommn panel of Fig. 5.8.
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FIGURE 5.7. Amplitude time series (top) and EOFs (bottom) of Sverdrup stream-
function variations at the grid points shown in Fig. 5.6. The first mode is indicated
with a solid line and the second mode with (lashed line.
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FIGURE 5.8. Transport variations (Sv) of the southward flow of the Oyashio (top,
solid), northward flow of the Kuroshio (top, dashed) aiid the suni of the Oyashio
l)llis Kuroshio variations (bottom, solid) estimated from the Sverdrup theory. The
transport variations of the eastward flow of the Kuroshio Extension estimated froni
the Sverdrup theory is also shown (bottom, dashed).
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These expected variations of the Kuroshio Extension transport can be tested

from a direct estimate of the Kuroshio Extension transport variations calculated

by averaging the streamfunction over 50 latitude by 25° longitu(le l)oxes across

the Kuroshio Extension anid then taking the difference (south minus north). The

ineaii location of the Kuroshio Extension was inferred from the location of the high

mesoscale variability in a map of sea level standard (leviatiorl from the TP altimeter

shown in Fig. 5.9. The locations of the boxes used to obtain the direct estimates of

Kuroshio Extension transport variations arc also shown in Fig. 5.9. The resulting

time series of Kuroshio Extension traflSJ)ort variability is shown with the dashed

line in Fig. 5.8.

Both estimates of the Kuroshio Extension transport variations in the bottom

panel of Fig. 5.8 agree well. The correlation coefficient is 0.89. The Sverdrup

transports of both boundary currents add constructively to yield an increase of the

Kuroshio Extension eastward transport of al)out 40 Sv in the winter and a decrease

of the transport, of slightly smaller amplitude, in the summer/fall.

To check the sensitivity of our results to the wmds, we have repeated this

analysis with winds from the ERS-1 scatterometer. The results of the Sverdrup

theory with ERS-1 and ECMWF winds are very similar because both wind products

compare well in the North Pacific on the space and time scales of interest here.

5.5. POP Model Transport Variations

The time-dependent Sverdrup balance considered in the previous section is

the simplest possible theory of basin-scale circulatiomi. The extent to which it is

valid on the seasonal to interannual time scales of interest here depends on many

factors.
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FIGURE 5.9. Location of boxes for estimating Kuroshio Extension transport van-
ations superimposed on a map of sea level standard deviation (cm) from TP oh-
servations. Also shown are the location of some selected TP tracks used in section
5.6.
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First, at middle and higher latitudes, the variability should be harotropic

to zeroth order since the transient adjustment time for baroclinic Rossby waves is

much longer than the time scales of the transport variations in Fig.5.8 (see e.g.

Fig. 1 of Chelton and Schlax 1996). For the extreme case of a homogeneous ocean

with very rapid harotropic adjustment, the quasi-steady balance is the topographic

Sverdrup balance. In this balance, the circulation is calculated integratillg the wind

stress curl along lines of constant f/H the f/H contours are mostly zonal in

the North Pacific (see Fig.5.4) but with significant (leviations in some regions

instead of constant f (latitude). However, attempts to simulate (Cummings 1991)

or to validate (Fu and Davison 1995) this balance in the North Pacific have been

mostly unsuccessful.

Second, at the other extreme of a stratified ocean with very rapid barotropic

and relatively slow ( 5 years for the latitude range of interest here) baroclinic

adjustment, the quasi-steady balance that should apply is the fiat-bottom Sverdrup

balance. The degree to which the fiat-bottom Sverdrup theory can be applied to

the North Pacific on seasonal time scales depends on the degree of baroclinic adjust-

ment. Furthermore, the 5-year baroclinic adjustment time represents an upper limit

because it is based on the assumption that the source for baroclinic Rossby waves is

the eastern boundary. For all other possible sources of baroclinic waves (e.g. related

to changes in the Ekman pumping in the ocean interior either at the surface from

changes in the curl or at the bottom from topographic effects) the transit time would

be smaller. The implications are that the baroclinic compensation of topographic

effects on seasonal time scales may be more important than is generally believed.

Thirdly, both the topographic and the fiat-bottom quasi-steady Sverdrup

balances discussed above neglect transient motions (i.e. assume infinite Rossby
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wage speeds) arid higher order effects such as advection and diffusion of vorticity,

buoyancy forcing, and bottom drag.

The imj)ortance of these issues can I)C investigated by comparing the flat-

bottom Sverdrup transport variations with the transport variations simulated by

the primitive equation POP model. As note(l in section 5.3.2, the POP model is

driven by the sarmie ECMWF wind stress fields as the Sverdrup model, but includes

a(lditional forcing (e.g. buoyancy and inflow) and other dynamical processes beyond

the simple time-dependent Sverdrup dynamics.

The standard deviation of the smoothed POP I)arotropic streamfunction is

shown in Fig. 5.10. The variability of the POP circulation has some features quali-

tatively similar to the variability of the Sverdrup circulation in Fig. 5.6. The POP

variability is largest in the subpolar region. There are also three local maxima in

the western Pacific at about 30°N, 40°N and 45°N, which are close to the latitudes

of the three maxima in the Sverdrup variability (Fig. 5.6). There are also some sig-

nificant differences between POP and Sverdrup variability. POP has more spatial

structure with a local maximum in the Bering Sea near 55°N that is iiot present in

the Sverdrup theory. In addition, the effects of topography are evident in Fig. 5.10

from the region of low variability along the Emperor Seamount Chaiii near 170°E

between 40° and 50 °N (see Fig. 5.3) and along the Izu Ridge near 140°E.

The POP transport variations for the Oyashio, Kuroshio and Kuroshio Ex-

tension are estimated l)y averaging the l)arotropic streamfunctioni over the same

boxes used with the Sverdrup theory (see Figs. 5.6 and 5.8). The transport varia-

tioris for the Oyashio, Kuroshio and the sum of Oyashio Pills Kuroshio are shown iii

Fig. 5.11. It is worth noting that the strearnfunction variations in the eastern WBC

boxes are very small. Thus direct estimates of WBC transport variatiomis calculated

from the difference between the average streannfunctiomi at the western boxes arid
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FIGURE 5.10. Standard deviation of the POP model barotropic streamfunction
for the North Pacific in Sv for the period October 1992-August 1994.
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FIGURE 5.11. Trallsport variation (Sv) of the Oyashio (upper), Kuroshio (mid-
die) and Oyashio I)1l1s Kuroshio (lower) estimated from the smoothed POP model
strearnfunction generated as described in the text. The results of the Sverdrup
theory are also shown for comparison (dashed lines).
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FIGURE 5.12. Transport variation for the Kuroshio Exteilsion in Sv estimated
from the POP barotropic streamfunction. The result of the Sverdrup theory is also
shown for comparison (dashed line).

the value of the streamfunctioll at the western boundary (which is zero by defini-

tion) are therefore very similar to the time series shown in Fig. 5.11. The transport

variations in the Kuroshio Extension are shown in Fig. 5.12. For comparison, the

corresponding Sverdrup results presented in Fig. 5.8 arc shown in both figures by

dashed lines.

The agreement between the transport variations estimated from the theory

and model is striking. The correlation coefficients between the POP and Sverdrup
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transport time series range from 0.83 to 0.93 (Table 5.1). The significance level of

the correlations was calculated based on an estimate of the effective sample size N'

instead of the total sample size N. From the time series of the Sverdrup and POP

transport variations for the Oyashio shown in the upper panel in Fig.5.8 arid using

the long-lag correlation technique (Chelton 1983) with lags ranging from 400 to

300 (lays arid 300 to 400 days N* was estimated to be about 13. Using N* = 13

the 99% significance level on the sample correlation is approximately 0.58. The

sample correlations are thus statistically significant with much greater than 99%

confidence. Note that N arid N* are related by the equation I\Tt = Nt* where

t is the sample time interval arid is the effective sample time interval of the

data (Preisendorfer 1988). Since N = 61 arid tt = 10 days, is approximately

50 days.

TABLE 5.1. Correlation coefficient between Sverdrup and POP transport variations
and the ratio of the standard deviation (SD) of the Sverdrup variations to the POP
variations.

Correlation SD Ratio
Oyashio 0.86 1.37
Kuroshio 0.83 1.04
Oyashio + Kuroshio 0.93 1.23
Kuroshio Extension 0.88 1.28

The amplitudes of the Kuroshio transport variations predicted by the fiat-

bottom, time-dependent Sverdrup theory arid the POP model are about the same

(Table 5.1). The Sverdrup transport variations for the Oyashio arid Kuroshio Ex-

tension are larger than the POP model by about 30%. This discrepancy may be

related to the neglect of topographic effects in the Sverdrup theory. As rioted in the

introduction, one of the main effects of topography in a baroclinic ocean is to re(luce
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the amplitude of the seasonal response (Sekine and Kutsuwada, 1994). We note,

however, that the decrease iii amplitude of the seasonal transport variations of the

Kuroshio by topography in Sekine and Kutsuwada's model was much larger (about

75%) than the differences between the Sverdrup and POP transport variations. This

may he related to the simplified representation of stratification (2 layers) in their

model. The large difference l)etween the amplitudes of Sverdrup and POP transport

variations in the Oyashio may be related to the faster l)aroclrnic adjustment of the

subtropical oceans relative to tire subpolar oceans.

In summary, the comparison of Sverdrup and POP models imidicate that

time-dependent Sverdrup dynamics may account for a large fraction of the temporal

characteristics of the POP simriulation of large-scale, wind-forced transport variations

in the western North Pacific on seasonal and longer time scales. However, this

analysis suggests that the Sverdrup theory overestimates the amplitudes of transport

variations iii the Subpolar gyre. It should be emphasized that these conclusions

apply to area-average, zonal integrals of tire Sverdrup balance (i.e. streamfunction)

rather thaii to the area-average(l local topographic Sverdrup balance (i.e. vorticity)

tested by Cummings (1991) arid Fu and Davison (1995).

5.6. TP Sea Level Variations

The agreement between the simple time-dependent Sverdrup balance and the

complex POP model described in the previous section is very good. We emphasize

again that our conclusions pertain to very large space scales (5° of latitude by

25°of longitude) anl(I long time scales (longer than 40 (lays). These scales are well

resolved by the TP altimeter (Greenslade arid Chelton, 1996). The variability of
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the circulatioji predicted by the niodels is compared with TP sea level observations

iii this section.

For a linear, barotropic (vertically averaged) flow in geostrophic balance, the

momentum equation is

fk X lLb = gVu)b. (2)

Multiplying by H and using (1), this equation becomes

= gHVnb

For constant H and meridional scales of motion much shorter thami L = R tan 0,

where R is the radius of the earth and 0 is latitude, we obtain V(fbt) = V(gHl]b).

At 40°N, this length scale is L 5000 kmn, which is larger than the 1000 kin

meridional scales of interest here. Au effective barotropic sea level can thus be

obtained from the barotropic streamfunction by

1]bt = gH
(3)

where f is the Coriolis parameter, g is gravity and H is mean water depth. It is

difficult to determine the precise value ofH to use in time flat-bottom Sverdrup theory

because the effective depth of the wind-forced harotropic motions is not known. We

use a value of H = 4 km here. If a value of H = is used, time sea level amplitudes

computed from the streamfunction fields decrease by 20%.

A map of the standard deviation of the filtered TP sea level data is showmi

in Fig. 5.13. TIme most noticeable structure is the broad band of high variability

associated with the Kuroshio Extension. By comparison with Fig. 5.9, it is evident

that the variability in the raw data is diminished by the spatial smoothing and low-

pass temporal filtering applied to the TP data as summarized in section 5.3. The

maximum variability in the region of the Kuroshio extension has heeni reduced from
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FIGURE 5.13. Contours of the standard deviation (cm) of sea level in the smoothed
TP sea level fields generated as explained in the text.
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30 cm to 10 cm. The background variability over the rest of the North Pacific is

3-5 Cm.

On seasonal time scales there are two dominant signals in the smoothed TP

sea level fields filtered as described in 5.3.3. On short sJ)atial scales of 1000 kin,

there is the signature of quasi-annual first haroclinic Rossby waves (Chelton amid

Schiax 1996). These waves have wavelengths that decrease with increasing latitude.

At a given location, it is believed that these waves are generally uncorrelated with

the local wind stress curl. As a consequence, Rossby vaves are effectively a source

of noise in studies of the wind-forced sea level response froni point correlations.

On very long spatial scales, there are seasonal steric-height changes due to the

expansion and contraction of the water column associated with heating and cooling

above the seasonal thermoclirie (e.g., Nerenmi et al. 1994; Stammer 1996). The steric

height change is a baroclinic effect affecting only the near-surface flow and thus its

COiltributiOri to the volume transport is small (Gill arid Niiler 1973). However, its

effects on sea level can be large. The steric signal must therefore be removed before

sea level can be compared to the purely wind-forced sea level response estimated

from the Sverdrup theory.

The coiitribution of haroclinic Rossby waves to TP sea level variability has

been ameliorated by the box averaging over 50 of latitude arid 25° of longitude as

described previously. The maximum wavelength possible for quasi-annual Rossby

waves at the latitudes of interest in this stu(ly is about 1600 km at 20°N. The Rossby

wave signal is therefore diminished by our 25° averages. Our analysis was restricted

to latitudes higher than 20°N because the Rossby waves at lower latitudes have very

long zonal wavelengths and are therefore difficult to separate from the large-scale

wind-driven variability of interest in this study.
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The effect of steric-height sea level changes has l)een eliminated by removing

the Stammer (1996) steric height estimates based on ECMWF heat fluxes. Stammer

calculated the changes in the steric component of sea level in terms of the surface

heat flux from

Dt

where Q' is the anomaly relative to a time mniean sea surface heat flux, a is the

thermal expansioii coefficient, p is the density of sea water, and c, is the specific

heat of sea water. The value of e1, was estimated as a function of the temperature

of the mixed layer.

After removing the steric height contribution, the snioothed TP Sverdrup

sea level fields are used to estimate sea level differences across the currents following

the same proce(1l1r(s used to calculate streamfunction differemices in sections 5.4 arid

5.5. From (3), the sea level differences can be interpreted as indices of transport

variability based on the assumptions of geostrophy and barotropic flow. Geostrophy

allows sea level thfl'erences to be related to surface velocity. This is simply related

to transport variations in the water column if the flow is also barotropic.

To determine the effects of filtering of the TP data, the sea level (lifferences

across the Kuroshio Extension calculated from the smoothed fields were compared

with those calculated from the raw data along the ground tracks shown in Fig. 5.9.

There are at least two possible ways to estimate the sea level differemices across

the Kuroshio Extension fromn the altimeter track data. Omie mniethod is based on

calculating the sea level difference along each track fromni the average sea level alomig

each track segment. The other niethod is based on estimating the average sea level iii

the northern and southern regions and using them to calculate the difference. Both

methods give identical results if there are no data dropouts since the averaging

operation is linear. The two methods were, indeed, found to be almost identical,
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indicating that data dropouts are not a significant problem. The time series of the

track sea level differences calculated using the first method is shown with dashed

lines in Fig. 5.14. For comparison, the sea level differences calculated from the bess

smoothed fields are shown with a solid line in Fig. 5.14. It is evident that the sea

level differences from the smoothed and track data agree very well. The correlation

coefficient is 0.96. The track (lata in Fig. 5.9 is more energetic on short 50 (lay

time scales because the short-period variability of the data is (liminished by the

bess smoothing. Both time series show evidemice of intraseasonal variability (about

30-100 days) which is believed to he associated with barotropic motions (Fim and

Smith 1995).

The Sverdrup and TP sea level differences for the Oya.shio, Kuroshio and

Oyashio plus Kuroshio are shown in Fig. 5.15 and the sea level differences across

the Kuroshio Extension arc shown in Fig. 5.16. Except iii the Oyashio the TP and

Sverdrup sea level differences compare well. The correlation coefficient between the

TP and Sverdrup sea level differences and the ratio of the standard deviation of the

Sverdrup to the TP differences are shown in Table 5.2. Assuming that N* = 13 as in

the comparisons iii Table 5.1, the 99% significance level of the correlations is 0.58.

All the correlations in Table 5.2 except for the Oyashio are thus significant with

greater than 99% confidence. The the correlation iii the Oyashio is significant only

at 95% level (=0.48). The correlation of the Oyashio plus Kuroshio is significant

at the 99% level because of the Oyashio contribution which is better correlated than

the Oyashio. The amplitudes of the Sverdrup sea level differences are about 1.6 to 2

times too large except for the Kuroshio where the Sverdrup transport is about 20%

too small.

The sea level variability estimated by the Sverdrup theory is compared point-

wise with the TP sea level variability over the entire North Pacific iii Fig. 5.17. The
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FIGURE 5.14. Time series of TP sea level differences (cm) across the Kuroshio
Extension from the track data (dashed) and from the smoothed data generated as
described in the text (thin).
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FIGURE 5.15. \'anatiori of sea level differences for the Oyashio (upper), Kuroshio
(middle) and Oyashio plus Kurosliio (lower) in cm estimated from the smoothed TP
sea level. The results of the Sverdrup theory are also shown for comparison (dashed
lines).
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FIGURE 5.16. Variation of sea level differences (cm) across the Kuroshio Extension
from the smoothed TP data. The result of the Sverdrup theory is also shown for
comparisoll (dashed line).
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FIGURE 5.17. Correlation coefficient of Sverdrup sea level from ECMWF and TP
sea level variations in the North Pacific.
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TABLE 5.2. Correlation coefficient betweell Sverdrup and TP variations of sea level
differences arid the ratio of the standard deviatioll (SD) of the Sverdrup variations
to the TP variatioiis.

Correlation SD Ratio
Oyashio 0.50 2.13
Kuroshio 0.70 0.80
Ovashio + Kuroshio 0.81 1.79
Kuroshio Extension 0.89 1.60

large scales of the TP sea level were extracted using a bell-shaped low-pass filter (see

Chelton et al., 1990a) with parameters h2, = 25 and h = 4.5, analogous to 5° lati-

tude by 300 longitude averages. The correlation is largest over the western subpolar

arid subtropical North Pacific near the latitudes of maxima \VBC variability in the

Sverclrup theory (see Fig. 5.7). The correlation is lowest arid even negative over the

low latitude l)alld south of about 25°N were long Rossby wave activity is expecte(l to

dominate the TP observations even in the spatially smoothed TP fields considered

here. A tongue of low correlation is seen to extend from the western to the central

North Pacific between 30-35°N along the paths of the Kuroshio an(l Kuroshio Exten-

sion. This low correlation is probably related to the eddies and meallders associated

with these currents. There is also a region of low correlation iii the eastern North

Pacific west of 160°E betweell 40-45°N which coincides approximately with the line

of zero wind stress curl (see Fig. 5.1) awl therefore persistent nearly zero amplitudes

in the Sverdrup sea level.
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5.7. Summary and Discussion

We have calculated transport variations of the Oyashio/Kuroshio current sys-

tem using fiat-bottom, time-dependent Sverdrup theory. The Sverdrup theory was

forced with temporally and spatially smoothed 10-clay average wind stress derived

from ECMWF 10-meter winds for the period October 1992 to June 1994. The re-

sults of the time-dependent Sverdrup theory were coml)arecl to similarly filtered and

smoothed barotropic strearnfunction fields from a primitive-equation model devel-

opeci by the Parallel Ocean Program of Los Alamos National Laboratory (referred

as the POP model), which was forced with 3-clay average ECMWF winds (Dukowicz

and Smith 1994). The POP model also includes surface heat an(l salt fluxes arid

deep thermohaline forcing at high latitudes.

The transport variations in both theory and model agree remarkably well

and predict that the net meridional transports of the Oyashio, Kuroshio (including

their recirculations) and the Kuroshio Extension fluctuate coherently with stronger

transports in winter and weaker transports in summer/fall. This agreement indi-

cates that 65-80% of the POP transport variability on seasonal and longer time

scales in the western North Pacific is accouiited for by simple flat-bottom, time-

dependent Sverdrup dynamics. The amplitude of the Sverdrup and POP transport

variations are about the same in the Kuroshio. However, the Sverdrup transport

variations are somewhat larger than in the POP model in the in the Oyashio amid

Kuroshio Extension. This may reflect the importance of other dynamical processes

(e.g. topographic blocking of the flow and dissipation) that are not included in the

flat-bottom Sverdrup theory.

The results obtained here are similar to the results of Sekimie and Kiitsuwada

(1994) in that the Sverdrup and modeled Kuroshio traiisport variations are in phase.
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However, the amplitudes of the Kuroshio transport variations in their topographic

model were smaller thaii in the fiat-bottom Sverdrup theory by about 75%. This

is in contrast with the good agreement found here between the amplitudes of tile

Sverdrup amid POP Kuroshio transport variations perhaps because of the crude rep-

resentation of stratification in their two-layer model. The amplitude of the Kuroshio

transport variations in their topographic model agreed better with the Sverdrup the-

ory when integrate(I westward from the Hawaii Ridge rather than from the eastern

boundary. This was interpreted as evidence that the Sverdrup theory is valid only

in the western-half of the Pacific. The agreement obtained here between the ampli-

tu(les of the transport variations iii the Kuroshio from the basin-imitegrated Sverdrup

theory and the POP model indicates that the transport variability over the western

Pacific may he a basin-wide response to the winds.

An attempt to validate the Sverdrup theory results using temporally and

sJ)atially smoothed TP sea level data was presented. The sea level differences across

the currents estimated from the Sverdrup theory assuming that the transport vari-

ations are geostrophic and i)arotropic were compared to tine TP altimeter obser-

vations. Tue steric height changes known to dominate the TP sea level data on

seasonal time-scales were removed using Stammer (1996) estimates from ECMWF

heat fluxes. The effects of quasi-annual first-harocliiiic Rosshy waves in the TP data

were ameliorated by the spatial averaging. Only in the iKuroshio do variations of

Sverdrup amid TP sea level differences agree well.

In conclusiomi, although the statistical significance of this analysis of large-

scale variai)ility on seasonal time scales is limited by the short (20-month) overlap-

ping records of tine POP model and TP observations, the analysis clearly indicates

the importance of a Sverdrup-like response of the gyre-scale circulation of the North

Pacific to wind forcing. The discrepancies between the aniplitudes of the Sver-



drup and POP transport variations indicate that Sverdrup dynamics is not the oriiy

mechanism.

Although, the POP simulation is quite realistic in many respects, there are

still large sources of error that are difficult to quantify. One of the major sources

of error in model simulations is inaccuracies in the wind forcing. This Irlay account

for the closer agreement between the Sverdrup theory and the POP niodel (both

of which were forced with ECMWF winds) than between the theory anid the TP

observations.
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6. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

The theory of wind-driven circulation for an homogeneous ocean is well es-

tablished (e.g., Chapter 5 of Pedlosky, 1979). Briefly, when the primitive equations

are scaled in terms of the Rossby and Ekman numbers, at the lowest order in both of

these numbers the flow is geostropluc and non-divergent. To first order in the Rossby

and Ekmani numbers and for sufficiently small bottom slopes, the flow is governed by

the non-linear quasigeostrophic potential vorticity equation. For the spatial scales

of interest in this study (L 1000 km), the Rossby number is small (U/fL i0)

and the vorticity equation can be linearized by neglecting the advectioni of relative

vorticity. Furthermore, neglecting the bottom slopes (i.e. neglecting the vertical

velocity at the bottom), we obtain the flat-bottom linearized quasigeostrophic vor-

ticity equation (equation 4, Chapter 2). In this equation, the vorticity input by the

wind is balanced by the time rate of change of relative vorticity and the advection

of planetary vorticity (beta term).

The relative vorticity can he scaled by the spatial scale L of the wind and

the x-derivative in the beta term by the width b of the ocean. The ratio of these two

terms then defines a tinie scale T = b/,3L2, which is referred to as the harotropic

adjustment time scale since this is the time required for a barotropic Rossby wave

to cross the ocean. In the North Pacific at 40°N, the width of the ocean b = 10000

km. For a sJ)atial scale of the wind forcing L 1000 km, the adjustment time scale

is T 10 days. If the temporal scale of the wind forcing is T*, the nature of the

response depends on how T* compares to the barotropic adjustment time scale T.

For T* < T the response will be local; for T* T the response will be Rossby waves;

and for T* > T the response will be a quasi-steady Sverdrup balanice (in this thesis,
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we refer to this as either quasi-steady or time-dependent Sverdrup balance). For

the temporal scales of interest in this study, T* 30 days, the barotropic response

will be in quasi-steady Sverdrup balance. Therefore the vorticity equation takes the

familiar form where the input of vorticity by the wind stress curl is balanced only

by the advection of planetary vorticity in the water column.

The theory summarized above describes the adjustment of a barotropic

ocean. For an ocean with stratification there is also a baroclinic adjustment time

scale deterniined by the time it takes the slower baroclinic Rossby waves to cross

the ocean. The baroclinic adjustment time scale of the ocean at mid-latitudes is

about 10 years, which is much larger than the barotropic adjustment time scale.

Because in this thesis we focus on seasonal and shorter time scales, we can assume

that the barotropic response will be dominant. On the seasonal scales of interest,

the quasi-steady Sverdrup balance should pertain. This is the hypothesis tested in

this thesis. In general, the approach followed is to estimate the Sverdrup stream-

function field (or Sverdrup sea level assuming geostrophic and l)arotropic flow) from

wind stress curl fields, and then to compare the results with the streamfunction

field simulated by a priimtivc equation model and with sea level fields observed by

satellite altimeter.

In Chapter 2, the theoretical fiat-bottom Sverdrup balance was tested in the

South Pacific (40° to 60°S) using Seasat observations of winds stress curl and sea

level over a three-month period. In the western South Pacific, the sea level changes

from July to September 1978 predicted by the Sverdrup model forced by the Seasat-

A Satellite Scatterometer (SASS) winds were consistent with the sea level changes

observed by the Seasat altimeter and by three tide gauges in New Zealand. The

flat-bottom Sverdrup model did not reproduce an observed decrease of sea level east

of the East Pacific Rise. Sea level changes estimated using the topographic Sverdrup
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l)alaIlCe were illconsistent with the observations in the western South Pacific. In the

eastern South Pacific, the topographic Sverdrup balance is inadequate because of

the presence of closed f/H contours. The main limitation of this analysis was the

short record length of the Scasat observations.

When two years of sea level observations by the Geosat altimeter became

available, the natural question was whether the Scasat South Pacific results could

be reproduced in time longer data record. Since there were no simultaneous scat-

terometer wind observations during the Geosat mission, wind products from weather

analyses by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

provide(I a potentially viable alternative. However, the quality of the ECMWF

winds in the South Pacific had not vet been established.

The accuracy of the ECMWF-based wind stress climatology derived by Tren-

berth et al. (1990) (referred to as the TLO climatology) was therefore evaluated

in Chapter 3 ly comparison with global 2-month averaged wind stress fields con-

structed from SASS winds. It was demonstrated indirectly that the effects of SASS

scatterometer sampling errors on 2-month averaged wind stresses could be compel-

sated by increasing the magnitude of the SASS wind stress by 7%. After applying

this correction, the TLO climatology was found to be systematically stronger than

SASS by almost 50% in extratropical latitudes north of 50°S. It was shown that

these differences cain be accounted for if the ECMWF 1000 mb wind analyses are

interpreted as actually representative of time winids at 1000 nib rather thami rej)resen-

tative of the winds at 10 m, as assumed in the TLO climatology. This conclusiomi

is supported by a comparison of the synoptic ECMWF wind speeds with coincident

buoy observations along the U.S. coasts.

Apart from time systematic difference attributable to the referemice level prob-

1cm, the 1980-1986 TLO climatology amid the 1978 SASS wind stresses generally
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compared well. Except iii the Southern Ocean, the differences were within the

expected range of interaniival variability. At high southern latitudes, tire TLO cli-

matology differed from the SASS wind stress field but was found to be consistent

with a climatology derived from wind analyses by the Australian Bureau of Meteo-

rology (ABM). However, knowledge of the accuracies of these climatologies over the

Southern Ocean awaits future direct comparisons with simultaneous scatterometer

observations.

In Chapter 4, the time-dependent Sverdrup balance was tested in the South

Pacific (between 30-55°S and east of 180°E) using ECMWF wind forcing. The

theoretical predictions were compared with nearly two years of Geosat sea level

observations and with sea level simulations from the layered Naval Research Labo-

ratory (NRL) and the z-level Semtner and Cliervin (SC) primitive equations models.

Both models were forced with momentum fluxes derived from ECMWF winds and

the SC model also included thermal forcing given by surface restoring to Levitus

climniatology. In this chapter, Empirical Orthogonal Function analysis was used as

a filter and attention was focused on the dominant mode of variability. The effect

of topography associated with the East Pacific Rise was evident iii the numerical

model results and, similar to the Seasat study summarized iii Chapter 2, in the

altimetric observations. Significant spatial and temporal correlations between the

theory arid the observations as well as l)etweenl the theory arid the mniodels were

identified. These results were encouraging, although the dynamics behind the ob-

served sea level variations were unclear. The questionable quality of the Geosat

sea level observations, the unknown contril)ution of seasonal heating and cooling to

the altimetric observations, and the unknown quality of the ECMWF winds at high

southern latitudes were all major concerns in that analysis.
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In Chapter 5, the Sverdrup theory was tested in the extratropical North

Pacific because this l)asin more closely satisfies the fundamental assumptions irihcr-

ent in the Sverdrup approximation than does the South Pacific. In particular, the

North Pacific is deeper and has riiore zonally oriented f/H contours. The Sverdrup

theoretical results were compared with streamfunction fields from a primitive cqua-

tion numerical simulation by the Parallel Ocean Program (POP) of the Los Alamos

National Laboratory forced with ECMWF winds. For consistency, the Sverdrup

theoretical predictions were also calculated using ECMWF wind forcing. The time

period analyzed here was October 1992June 1994. On large space amid time scales,

the POP ulO(Iel was shown to be in quasi-steady Sverdrup balance. The net mend-

ional transports near the western boundary of the subpolar (the Oyashio Current)

amid subtropical (the Kuroshio Current) gyres plus their recirculations and iii the

Kuroshio Extension are stronger in winter and weaker in summer/fall.

An attempt was made to validate these results using high quality sea level 01)-

servations from the TOPEX/POSEIDON (TP) altimeter. On seasonal time scales,

the TP sea level observations are dominated by steric height changes and by quasi-

annual first baroclinic Rossby waves. Since this study of the Sverdrup theory deals

only with the wind-driven response, all estimate of the steric height changes based

on ECMWF heat fluxes (Stammer, 1996) was removed. The effect of the Rossby

waves was ameliorated by box averaging over zonal scales munch longer thami the zomial

wavelengths of baroclimc Rossby waves. The sea level differences across the mend-

ional flow near the western subtropical boundary and across the Kuroshio Extension

predicted from theory amid observed by TP were highly correlated. The predicted

amid observed sea level differences across the Oyashio during October 1992June

1994 comnpared less favorably. In particular, the inferred decrease iii the transport

of the Oyashio (luring sumnmer/fall of 1993 was not observed by TP. It is interesting
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to note, however, that the TP observations did show a decrease in the C)yashio flow

during summer/fall of 1994. The source of this apparent interannual fluctuation of

sea level has not yet been identified.

The possibility that the discrepancies between theory and observations in the

sul)polar North Pacific may be attributable to inaccuracies in the wind forcing was

investigated. Iii the theory-model comparisons this was riot a major issue because

the forcings of 1)0th theoretical Sverdrup balance afl(l the POP model simulation

were based on ECMWF winds. From the ECMWF-SASS wind stress comparison in

Chapter 3, significant differences were observed in the northeastern North Pacific,

but they could be attributed to interanrival variability. An analysis of the Sverdrup

theory using contemporaneous ERS-1 scatterometer winds gave results very similar

to the ones based on ECMWF products presented in this thesis. Therefore, the

failure of the theory to show the decrease of the Oyashio flow during 1993 is riot

likely a result of problems in the ECMWF winds.

The sea level amplitudes predicted by the barotropic, flat-bottom, time-

dependent Sverdrup theory generally did not compare well with the amplitude of

the altinnetric observations. In the Seasat South Pacific stu(ly, the Sverdrup sea level

change from July to September 1978 was larger than observed by a factor of about

three. In the Geosat South Pacific study, the standard deviatioll of the amplitude

time series of the Sverdrup sea level first EOF was about 60% larger than the 01)-

served. In the Topcx North Pacific Study, the standard deviation of the sea level

differences across the Oyashio and Kuroshio Extension are about 1.6-2 times larger

than observed. The amplitude of the theoretical arid observed sea level compared

better in the subtropical North Pacific. The standard deviation of the sea level

differences across the Kuroshio and its recirculation was only 20% smaller than the

observed.
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The discrej)aricies between predicted arid modeled sea level amplitudes may

be re'ated to the assumption of geostrophic flow invoked to convert from Sverdrup

streamnfuriction to sea level (the Sverdrup flow is the sum of the geostropluc arid the

Ekman flow). To evaluate this hypothesis estimates of the Ekman component of the

flow could be removed before converting streamfunction to sea level. Another source

of error in the amplitude of the theoretical sea level estimates is the value ofH which

in a stratified ocean represents the effective depth of the wind forced motions. The

value ofH could be determined l)y conipanng the barotropic streamnfunctiori and sea

level from the numerical simulations. This would require that the steric component

of sea level in the model be previously estimated and removed.

In summary, we have tested the harotropic, flat-bottom, time-dependent

Sverdrup balance in the Pacific on large space amid time scales. In the western

South Pacific, the Sverdrup balance is consistent with tire 3-month, Seasat, wind

and sea level observations. Analysis of the 2-year records of Geosat sea level and

ECMWF winds gives similar results. However, the Seasat observational record is

too short and the quality of the Geosat data is questionable. In the western North

Pacific, barotropic transport variations simulated by the J)rimitive equations POP

model and estimated by the flat-bottom, time-dependent Sverdrup theory agree well.

Using high quality TP sea level observations, we show that only in the Kuroshio the

Sverdrup an(l observed sea level differences across the currents agree well.
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